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The General Assembly was called Monday into special session to consider higher pay for appellate and cir- Volume Thirty-Two
cuit judges, a non-partisan judicial ballot and a compulsory automobile inspection law.
Gov. Bert Combs, issuing his third special session
call in nine months, summoned the legislators back to
Frankfort for 1 p. in. Monday.
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Miss America Captures Our Hearts

"I would hope they would move
"My knowledge is that comas speedily as practical," the gov"Is it REALLY Miss America?" a little boy said
as made herself comfortable for the
ernor said. "I hope they could go pensation for appellate judges is
the
giant
float carrying the beauteous Donna Axum ap- busy itinerary ahead. On to Fulthe lowest in t' 2 nation," Combs
home by Thanksgiving."
ton, Kentucky for another official
He said the question of how said. The governor served on the proached. When the float got nearer to him, and Miss
welcome the party then went
much pay will be asked for Court high court at one time.
America flashed that famous smile, the little
to
the pancake breakfast where
fello
w
The bar association resolution gasped
of Appeals judges, appellate com.. .. "it's her . . • the one that was on television." NBC did some extensive
filming.
missioners and circuit judges is said circuit judges in Kentucky
A short tour of the city brought
That's the way it went, all up and down the threestill open.
are the lowest paid in the ,..ation.
her to the Pure Milk Compa
Appellate judges now make
Asked if the subjects could not mile long parade route Saturday when
more than where the world's largest banannya
$12,000 annually, while circuit wait until the regular session of the 20,000 people
jammed the streets of the twin cities to pudding was in the making and to
judges receive $8,400 annually in General Assembly which begins
addition to $2,400 as special Court next Jan. 7, the governor said he see the most famous American beauty of them all. Ap- the Pepsi-Cola Bottling Company
where Charles Reams and the staff
of Appeals commissioner. Court of wanted to avoid a legal matter in- pearing in one of the smallest towns that the Miss
Amer
were
out front with a refreshing
commissioners
Appeals
volvin
g
increa
draw
sing judges' pay ica Beauty Pageant has ever sent
their illustrious am- Pepsi-Cola. (Miss America's suite
$11,500 a year.
during their term.
bassador, Donna Axum captured the hearts of youn
was well stocked with Pepsis and
Combs cited a recent resolution
The issue is whether the Cong and every
oldtime the
Never dismissing that warm and delightful expre
and national
passed by the Kentucky Bar As- stitution Permits salary increases
s- chaperones wentlocal
there for a short
sociation recommending that ap- for judges during their terms of sion from her face, Donna
Axu
m
confided to this report- rest, Donna said . . . "let's have a
pellate judges be paid $22,500, ap- office, he said.
er that it was one of the heaviest schedules she
Circuit judges were recently
pellate commissioners $20,000 and
has ever Pepsi.")
The tour then went to the Woelected in Kentucky, and will take been on since she was named Miss America at Atlan
circuit judges $17,500 a year.
tic man's Club
building where the Baoffice Jan. 1. Appellate judges City in September.
nana Bake-off winners were given
now are in mid-term, but the govAfter the enthusiastic reception
their awards. At eleven a. m. Miss
ernor did not touch on that fact.
given
her at the airport in Union briefly until the other princessess America "met the press" and se.'
Combs said pay increases were
necessary to provide an adequate City on Friday and the short cere- and dignitaries could be accom- in no uncertain terms that she
Jottings
Judicial system in Kentucky, at- monies at the Park Terrace later, panied to their cars, she was ac- likes bananas. Anxious to meet the
tract competent legal talent and this reporter, Miss Lucille Previti companied to her own car by Al contestants in the beauty pageant
From
Pi
and Donna Axum went over the Bushart, her official escort for the Saturday night she remarked:
keep them.
minute by minute schedule for Banana Festival. Accepting the "I'm the last person in the
Both
appellate and
world
circuit
keys to the City of South Fulton, to relax them and give them
judges now are elected on a par- Saturday.
conSaid Miss America: "I was go- she gave reassuring words to fidence. I'd be scared to death
tisan basis. Many file for office
if
under both parties. Aides noted ing to tell you that some changes Festival officials when the public I was in a beauty contest as imthat many circuit judges are elect- would have to be made in your address system would not work portant as this one." She made a
ed in a highly partisan atmosphere. schedule in order for me to get and the record player didn't quite few remarks to them and you
The governor said he wants only some rest. But after seeing the do justice to the Miss America could see the contestants show
their gratitude for her reassuring
a "moderate" automobile inspec- royal welcome I've gotten so far, song.
tion bill. He did not elaborate on I wouldn't change a minute of it."
Her remarks at South Fulton words.
For just thirty minutes Miss
what the proposed bill would con- She didn't!
set the pattern for the day. GraciAmerica relaxed before going on
tain.
Arising early and ready to begin ous, poised and lookin
g chic in a
By the time this newspaper
to the Home Folks Luncheon at
"We don't want to go over- the day, Miss America left her tweed suit of soft,
bright pastel
reaches you, the first early shock
(Continued on page ten.)
the South Fulton High School
suite at the Park Terrace at ey-ct- colors and a
stunni
ng green hat
of the success of the giant Banana
ly 8:15 a. m. Saturday. Waiting that she said
cafeteria. There she was met
was "way out" she
Festival will have worn off and
again by flashing cameras and the
—(Ac wirepeoto)
some people will start nit-picking
glare of the television lights. She
TOP BANANAS — Carol Glisson, 18-year-old University of
the event just to have something
told here of the fact that she heard
Tennessee sophomore from Martin, Tenn., was chosen prinelse to talk about besides their
a little boy along the way say
cess of the first International Banana Festival at Fulton, Ky.,
neighbors and civic leaders. So...!
that "her hat made her look like
and
South Fulton, Tenn., Saturday. She was crowned by anRobin Hood." She seemed to enother beauty on the left—Donna Axum of El Dorado, Ark.,
LET'S STOP THIS NOISE DEjoy the criticism. She ware
the
Miss America of 1964.
PARTMENT:
Governor
Bert
same hat on the plane to Memphis
Combs did not appear at the BaSunday morning, this time with a
EXCUSE PLEASE!
nana Shoot on Friday at 10:30
Carolyn Allen was speechless when a huge entour- The morning's program, along handsome navy blue suit with a
a_ m. simply because his doctor age
self
-scarf
that
wrapped smartly
of visiting dignitaries and nationally famous person- with other events of ,the Festival,
ordered him to get out of the state
around her neck.
If we failed to report all
were filmed by NBC.s
for an immediate rest. When he ages gathered at Fulton High School last Friday.
When she donned this hat, made
phases of the Festival in this
She
The
school
girl,
w
the
daucalted me from his destination had every reason in the world
issue, please excuse us. The
to be more than "a little ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas of bright green velour and turned
and apologized profusely for his shook."
paper was put together by superup on one side she said: "A girl
For
sitti
ng
Allen,
on
brough
the
nation
t
stage
al
attent
was
ion
Ed
Neuman, the refailure to appear, I explained
human
has
to
effort this week.
wear
odd
hats
these
days
to
the
to
festiva
l, when she had the
how disappointed all of us would nowned NBC commentator, who earns his living by makget attention." (She needn't have
coura
ge
to
write
Chet
Huntl
Kentu
ey
cky,
Tennessee, 0. That
be. He waived his doctor's orders ing pretty speeches 'off the cuff.' Also
on the stage were about the Festival and invite him bothered. No matter where she is, was the final3; score
We laughingly called ourselves
and planned to fly to Memphis by other distinguis
here Friday
from
boardi
ng
hed
an
speak
airpla
ers.
taking
ne
to
cover
the day off Monday. But
to
And
the
events
out
.
The
NBC
in
in
the
the
world'
audi
s first Banana Shoot
ence
jet. Meanwhile, he called his old
walking down an airport aisle,
during the fifth day of the week- between long distance calls from
friend and ours, General Art were hundreds of Carolyn's admiring school friends who coverage, which will appear in. people look at
her twice. Many a long Internationa
connectionwith the Huntleyl Banana Festi- newspapers, wire services, and
Lloyd, to pinch-hit for him at the had come to watch a presention that confe
time the statement was made:
rred
upon
Brinkl
ey
TV and radio stations we gave
Report
,
is
the
result of
val.
Banana Shoot until he could get the imaginative, comm
I'll bet that's Miss America.")
unit
y-lov
ing
Caroly
It
eight
n's
up as a lost cause.
letter.
h
grad
e
The
stude
two
five
nt
man teams from
here.
The luncheon was over at
the title of "Top Banana" and Kentucky Colonel.
At Friday's program the rafters
Kentu
cky
and
Tenne
ssee
shot
at
General Lloyd was routed out
of the auditorium fairly vibrated promptly one o'clock according to stalks of bananas from 50
We'll tell you more Festival
feet. The
As only a distinguished comof bed at 2:30 a. m. Friday and
each time Carolyn's name was schedule. Arrangements Were made weapons Were bows and
news
next week! Meanwhile
arrows
.
goodness only knows how he got mentator such as Mr. Neuman can with NBC news, Walter Cronki
te mentioned. She is the idol of her to have her rest in her room until The Bluegrass team was led
we'd like for you to know that
by
here at 9:20 a. m. without "falling do, the tense and exciting atmos- is a stale
the
parad
e started moving. The Adjutant
banana with CBS and school friends and the heroine of
General A. Y. Lloyd, if plans work out we are going
phere in the auditorium was soon
out" from lack of sleep.
ABC commentators are unripe ba- a grateful community. Needless to call was made at about 2:15 from shooting for Governor
Bert T. to print eight pages of Festival
Failing to make jct connections relaxing and enjoyable when the nanas, but today I want to con- say she has the admiration of a the parade committee to have the Combs,
and
the
Volunt
eer
team pictures next week. The supplecomme
ntato
r said:
to Memphis, Governor Combs
gratulate you on being named vast broadcasting network that distinguished guest mount her was headed by Hon. Tom
Beasley, ment will sell for 25 cents a
float. It was here that Miss Amer"As you know Chet Huntley and "Top Banana of the Internationa thought enough of her request
chartered a plane to come to Fulof Nashville, in the absence of copy. It will be a wonderful
to
l
ica's first and only inconvenience
ton and, according to his office in David Brinkley are top bananas Banana Festival."
(Continued on page seven)
Governor Frank G. Clement.
souvenir for yourself and your
was witnessed. On arriving at the
Frankfort, almost lost his life in
There were no casualties in the friends.
site of her float, it was learned
the attempt. One of the engines
wild shooting match, but there
that Miss America's float was there
of the plane on which he was flywas one indirectly connected with
all
Let us know if you want a
right, but that's about all. No the
ing caught fire in mid-air and
Festival. A South Fulton elecopy, or more, so we'll know
vehicle had been assigned to pull
goodness knows what happened
mentary school pupil, Diana Lewis,
the float. With the frenzied efhow many to print.
from there. He did not get back
reportedly suffered a fractured
(Continued on page ten)
to Frankfort until about 3 a. m.
(Continued on page ten)
- - - the eds
Saturday, far more shaken by his
attempt to get to Fulton than the
physical ailmient that his doctor
was trying to cure.
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Carolyn Allen Is The Idol Of Her School
And The Heroine Of A Proud Community

Princess Carol LooksForward ToExciting
Reign AsInternational Banana Ruler

GOVERNOR
FRANK
CLEMENT, on a tight schedule in New
York to appear on the Jimmy
Dean Show Thursday night, was
grounded in New York Friday
morning, as were thousands of
others. Lucille Preveti and Miss
America waited two hours at Idlewild Airport in New York for the
weather to clear Friday. Said Lucille: Planes were stacked a mile
high." The pair arrived in Memphis two hours late, as the hundreds of people who waited at
Union City Friday night for their
arrival well know.

The excitement of winning a beauty
of the time is bundled into one great and pageant most
glamorous evening when the announcement is made. But
for beauteous
Carol Glisson the excitement is just begin
ning.

MISS AMERICA'S PLANE did
not land at Fulton for one very
simple reason. The local airport
does not have landing lights. Take
this matter up with the City Commission instead of making statements that are woven out of whole
cloth.
LOCAL AIRPLANE CHARTER
SERVICE for Miss America's trip
to Fulton was not requested
because a "valuable property"
like
Miss America rarely flies charte
red planes. Before the Miss Ameri
ca
Pageant Committee ever consented to have her fly in a seven-passenger Aero-Commander, with two
commercial pilots at the helm, I
almost had to give them the serial
number of the plane and the rank,
serial number and biography of
th pilots. I certainly don't blame
the Pageant Committee for such
caution. Do you? Any local pilot
will tell you they could not fill
the bill.

Kentucky Team
Beats Tennessee
In Big Shooting

COLONEL AND TOP BANANA, TOO—Carolyn Allen, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas
Allen of Fulton, received commissions as a "Top Banana" and a Kentucky Colonel durinfi
festivities at the International Banana Festival Friday. Edwin Newman of NBC made
the
presentation of the "Top Banana" commission and Adjutant General A. Y. Lloyd, acting for
Governor Bert Combs, presented Carolyn with a commission as an honorary colonel on
Comhs' staff.

Judith Ann Massengill, Union City,
Helen Potts, Union City, Linda
Thorpe, South Fulton, and Theresa
Walls of Paris.
The entire 25 contestants appeared in formals at the beginning
Carol, 18, a student at the Uniof the pageant, then the 11 finalversity of Tennessee, Martin
An overflow crowd, estimated at ists competed
Branch was named the First Interin swim suits and
national Banana Princess Satur- over 2,000, were on hand to see formals.
The final five selected were:
day night. She had the honor of the 11 finalists compete in swim
Mary Alice Craig, Patricia C.
accepting her crown from Donna suits and formals.
Crawford, Carol Glisson, Linda
Axum, Miss America of 1964. Miss Theres
a Wall of Paris, Tenn,.
Thorpe and Theresa Wall.
Poised, talented, queenly and ex- was selected
as first alternate and
Miss Glisson, the winner, retremely beautiful Princess Carol South
Fulton
beauty, Linda
ceived a $200 cash award and a
will meet 'every requirement that Thorpe, winner
of many beauty trophy
. She is the daughter of Mr.
the National Banana Council and titles, was second
alternate.
and Mrs. Bob Glisson of Martin
the International Festival Asso.
Highlight of the evening was She is a popular student at urns,
ciation expects of her to promote
the bnana industry and the twin the crowning of the princess by where she is a sophomore and a
cities of Fulton, Ky. and South Miss Donna Axum, Miss America member of Chi Omega sorority.
Fulton, Tenn. on a nation-wide of 1964, who received deafening She is a cheerleader and has won
applause as she was introducloi many honors including being sescale.
and walked down the ramp to the lected as Homecoming Queen
at
Beginning immediately, Princess strain
s of the Miss America song, the University of the South at SeCarol plans to arrange her studies sung
by Norman White, minister wannee, Tenn.,
recently.
Her
at UTMB so that she can fill of music,
at the First Baptist father is an employe of Ferryspeaking and personal appearance Churc
h. It was an impressive sight Morse in Fulton.
engagements as they come her and
Miss Wall, the runner-up, rethe lovely Arkansas beauty
way.
received a standing ovation by the ceived a $75 cash award and
a
trophy.
The finals of the deauty pageant great crowd.
The second alternate, Miss Linda
were held at the South Fulton
Dick Hawley, popular emcee of Thorpe, is
gym on Saturday. Preliminaries of
a South Fulton graduthe event were held there on Fri- WMC-TV of Memphis, was master ate and the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Thorpe. She has
day evening. On Saturday morn- of ceremonies.
won
ing, Miss America took time out
Finalists were: Elaine Beggs -1 many beauty honors including
"Miss South Fulton," "Miss
from her busy schedule to stop by Fulton, Margaret Butts,
Obion
Dresden,
County" and him been runne
Fellowship Hall where the con- Mary Alice Craig, Humbo
r-up
ldt, PaIn
numerous other contests.
testants, judges, Festival officials tricia C. Crawford, Mayfie
ld, Carol
Judges in the contest included—
and other beauty queens were at- Glisson, Martin, Patric
e Harris,
tending a "relaxing Pepsi Party." Greenfield, Nancy Latta,
Fulton
(Continued on pogo loin
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Banana Festival Is Over! It Was The Greatest
Exhibition Of Team-work Ever Shown Anywhere!
The First International Banana
Festival in our twin cities is now becoming a part of our proud history. It
was the greatest exhibition of teamwork any community, any size, anywhere in the United States has ever
seen. As we try now to get back into
the pattern of living we enjoyed before the Festival, we cannot help but
be startled at ourselves for accomplishing such a giant undertaking.
It was not easy! What started out
to be a nice, pleasant home-town affair, grew and grew, until there were
times when everybody connected
with the parent organization wondered if we hadn't taken on a job bigger
than we could do.
Somehow it seemed that with
each problem that confronted us,
there was another pleasant bit of
news that came our way to spur us on
to more work, more enthusiasm, more
determination. As the Festival neared, nearly everybody, not just the officials of the organization, began feeling the fatigue that comes with such a
Herculean task as we assumed. Minor
irritations appeared major controversies; simple chores seemed insurinfinitesimal details
mountable;
plagued us, until some of us felt in
our hearts, that maybe the event
wasn't worth the trouble.
But then came Festival week!
Goodness knows that rain for the first
two days should have shaken our
spirit. But it didn't. Came Wednesday, and the crowds started coming
in. Then the giant Banan-a-rama, with
its thousands of people, its hundreds
of contestants, and the gay spirit that
prevaile41 really put us over the hump.
That Hootenanny on Thursday,
put everybody in a singing, toe-tapping mood as we awaited the arrival
of our distinguished guests. Planes
were met here and there. Reception
groups were at trains and on the highways. Friday's Banana Shoot, the
Lion's Club luncheon for our guests
and dignitaries, and the Beauty

Pageant Friday night added more
verve to our spirits.
But then when Miss America arrived on Friday night, we all realized
that "the team" consisting of nearly
6000 members (all of our citizens) was
being given a victory celebration.
When Saturday dawned clear and
sunny and the official entourage of
Festival officials and that lovely,
lovely Miss America started wending
its way through our streets from one
event to another, we knew then that
nowhere, but nowhere has a community ever been so united in a feeling of justifiable pride.
Today the glamour of the Festival
is gone. There remains the arduous
task of putting away the decorations,
cataloguing our records and making
plans for next year. How can we plan
another Festival on the heels of an
undertaking that amounted to planning a Cotton Carnival, State Fair,
and Centennial celebration all wrapped up in just six weeks? It's easy!
All we have to do is to look over
our shoulders at the mistakes we
made, correct them, improve and
tighten up the methods of our operations and go beyond the American
scene, to bring in more of the Central
American color and participation.
It would be a waste of time and
words to express any public appreciation to any particular person or group
for the mammoth success of the First
International Banana Festival. We
would all be thanking each other. For
the appreciation of our community
efforts will come from those people
who have said and are saying right
now: "How does Fulton and South
Fulton do the many things that they
do with such success?"
We do it because we love our
twin cities. We know that we have
the greatest potential for development
of any community in the Nation. With
this as our guide, we just see our duty
and we do it.
What else can we say!

Director Of Miss America Pageant Gels Our
Thanks For Making Beauty The American Image
Mrs. Leonora S. Slaughter
Executive Director
Miss America Pageant
Atlantic City, N. J.
Dear Mrs. Slaughter:
A lovely young lady by the name
of Donna Axum was an honored
guest in our Twin Cities this past
week-end. To the world she is known
as Miss America of 1964. She was welcomed here as a distinguished personage. When she left us we realized that
Donna Axum has learned, in a short
two and a half months, an important
lesson. She has learned that she has
lost her identity as a person and has
become the image of a country.
By her grace and charm and
poise, she represents the aspirations
of every American girl. In every little talk stir makes, before audiences
large and small, she renews our faith,
she bolsrers our courage, she makes
us know that the convictions that
lead us in our daily lives are far more
important than who leads us. Donna
Axum knows that she belongs to the
American public and they belong to
her.
It is a most happy partnership.
As this writer looked out over
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the thousands, upon thousands of people from every walk of life, of every
age, of every race, creed and color who
came to see Donna Axum, there lingered in our heart and mind the
thought of the timeless effort it has
taken to create this image of America
in the person of a new individual each
year.
We know that it did not come
about by happenstance. We made it
our business to learn that for the past
thirty years or more, you have devoted your life to directing the Miss
America Beauty Pageant. We know
that, like the man who came to dinner, you joined the national group to
help out in a pinch, and you have continued to make the Miss America
Beauty Pageant your life's work.
From the very pleasant association we enjoyed with Donna, and
with her devoted, efficient and constant companion,Miss Lucille Preveti,
we can see that you have not preoccupied yourself with personalities, but
with objectives. You have concerned
yourself, undoubtedly, with projecting the spirit of America in beautiful, competent and talented young
ladies over the long and dedicated
years. You have succeeded beyond
your wildest dreams.
Donna Axum, this year's Miss
America, has renewed our spirit of
America. She has left us with a warm
feeling inside: with a smile in our
hearts. We shall never forget her. We
shall never be able to thank you
enough for doing for us, in these two
cities, what you are doing for all of
America.
With Donna Axum, we place you
and your good husband in our personal Hall of Fame.
Cordially,
The Citizens of Fulton, Kentucky
And South Fulton, Tennessee

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by mcF•effrs
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«I told you $50 for a 10-day cruise sounded
insPiciously low r'

Turning Back The Clock - - I -
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FRCiv' THE FILES:—

November 12, 1843
The Young Men's Business Club
met November 9 in the Rainbow
Room. During the business meeting, a committee was appointed
to have a dedication of the service
men's board, which was recently
completed on Lake Street.
Mrs. J. C. Olive and baby were
brought home from the Mayfield
Hospital November 10 in a Hornbeak ambulance.
The speaker at the weekly session of the Lions Club November
5 was Mansfield Martin. He discussed "Chemical Warfare".
The new ticket agent at the
Greyhound and Tri-State Bus Station is Mrs. Russell Johnson. She
succeeds Boyce Dumas, who has
accepted a position with the Tr State Transit Company and has
moved to Jackson, Tenn.
y Wilson enterNancy and
tained a number of their friends
with a scavenger hunt on November 5 at the home of their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Wilson on
Second Street. Joe Pigue and
Katie Lowe were the prize winners of the hunt. Afterwards the
following guests assembled in the
basement where cold drinks and
doughnuts were served: Louise
Hancock, Cissy Murphy, Joyce
Fields, Sue Easley, Patsy Merryman, Amelia
Parris, Carmen
Pigue, Ann McDade, Katie Lowe,
Janice Lowe, Joyce Rhodes, Shirley Houston, Carolyn Rudd, Charlotte Wiseman, Barbara Rose Colley, Martha Sisson, Betty Gordon
Buckingham, June Copeland, Betty Boyd Bennett, Patsy Workman,
Patsy Green, Jack Thorpe, Howard
Jones, Tommy Nall, Joe Pigue,
Sidney Bard, Jerry Atkins, Jimmy

Burke, Donald Laws, Jimmy Hancock, Jimmy Hale, Otha Linton,
John Nyland, George Ed Easley,
Jodie James, Eddie Holt, Leroy
Brown.
The Malco Theatre employees
honored Harold Thomas, who has
served as local manager for the
past three and a half years, with a
party November 5 at the Game
Rooms over the Orpheum Theatre.
Mr. Thomas is leaving November
16 to begin service in the U. S.
Army. He was giN7en a Parker pen
and pencil set by the theatre employees.
Beverly Burgess was complimented on her sixth birthday
when her mother entertained with
a party in her honor. Games and
contests were enjoyed by the
guests during the afternoon and
the hostess served delicious ice
cream and cake.
Mrs. Wilburn Allen was hostess
to a party given in honor of her
brother, Cpl. Henry G. Neal of
the Marine Corps. Games were enjoyed throughout the evening and
refreshments were served to the
25 guests. Cpl. Neal had been overseas for 18 months and has been
in three major battles.
On Thursday, November 4, Miss
Lizzie Davis of Fulton and Thomas
Murphy of near Wingo were
united in marriage at Water Valley, Ky., with Rev. Mobley, Methodist minister, officiating. They
will make their home near Wingo.
Miss Mary Elizabeth Holland of
Fulton and Charles William Conner of Crutchfield were united in
marriage at the South Fulton Cit.y
Hall on Sunday, November 7, by
Mayor D. A. Rogers.
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100 Years Ago This Week
An historical review of the Civil War day by day in Kentucky, as reviewed by the Kentucky Civil War Commission

Jet Lana
Out Froi
Bowling

Questions And Answers For

VETERANS AFFAIRS

Q—My husband was recently
discharged from a VA hospital
because of what the hospital said
was "MHB." What does this mean?
A—The letters stand for "Maximum Hospital Benefit". This
means that hospital officials believe that the patient's condition
has improved to the point that additional time in the hospital would
bring about no further improvement.
Q—When I enter a VA hospital
next month, may I continue to
draw my diSability pension?
A—Veterans with dependents
will not have their disability pensions reduced while in a VA hospital. Veterans without dependents who draw their pension under
Public Law 211 will have it adjusted to $30 per month at the end
of the second full calendar month
of hospitalization. At their discharge from the hospital the full
pension will be resumed. Veterans
without dependents who draw
their pension under the Old Pension Law will have it reduced at
the end of six months to 50 percent or $30- whichever is the greater amount. The full amount will
be resumed upon discharge from
the hospital. Payments of amounts
withheld under the
Old Pension
Law may be made on termination
of hospitalization.
Q Can a veteran obtain a GI
loan to buy a home in Mexico?
A—No. The property must be located in the United States, its territories or possessions.
Q—I am a Korean Conflict veteran who was released from active
duty in May, 1957. May I still be
entitled to educational benefits under Public Law 550, the Korean
GI Bill?
A—Public Law 550 requires that
the veteran enter training within
three years after release from active duty. Since you have passed
this deadline you are no longer
eligible for the benefit.
Q—I want to convert my term
insurance to a permanent plan
but I've put if off for years because it costs too much to convert
$10,000. What can I do?
A—You can convert part of
your insurance in any multple of
$500 after the first $1,000. Convert
what you can budget now; retain
the balance as term insurance until you are able to convert it.
Q—In a short time, I will retire
after twenty years of military
service. I desire to go to school
under the GI Bill. Am I eligible?
A—It depends on when you received your first unconditional
discharge after January 31, 1955.
If less than three year have passed sine that clear discharge, you
are eligible; if more than three
years, you are not.
Q—Does the date of my discharge count as far as rehabilitation training is concerned if I
have a service-connected disability?
A—Servicemen discharged for

physical disabilty may have elgibility for vocational rehabilitation
training. Approval of such training depends on a number of factors and should be investigated.
Ask the Veterans Administration.
Q--A veteran has asked me as
his personal physician to get a report of the VA x-ray and laboratory studies made at a recent examination. How can I get this information from t' VA
A—You may secure Form 3288
from the Veterans Administration
which will authorize the release
of information from the veteran's
records. Or the veteran concerned may send to the VA a written
statement granting permission to
release the information to the
doctor.
Q—Are members of my immediate family eligible for VA hospitalization?
A—Veterans only are eligible
to receive care in a VA hospital.
First priority goes to veterans
with service-connected disabilities;
after that service men without
service-connected disabilities who
are unable to pay for hospital
care.
Q—Can I make a reservation
for burial plot in a national cemetery?
A—Burial plots are
-'ned at the time of the funeral. No advance reservations are made. Once
the plot has been assigned it is
understood that the wife (or the
veteran if the wife is already
buried there) will be buried there
when the later death takes place.
In certain cases a child may also
be buried there.
Q—My GI insurance premium
was due last week. Must I make
formal application for reinstatement?
A—No. You have 31 days of
grace from the date your premium was due to make payment
and avoid a policy lapse.
Q—If I should die, what must
my wife do in order to qualify for
a VA pension?
A—She should write, telephone
or visit the nearest VA office
(there is at least one in every
state) to see if she is eligible for
pension under the statutory income limitation. The VA will explain this to her and send her the
necessary application forms.
Q—What is the final date of
entitlement of World War II veterans for a GI loan?
A—In no case will the entitlement of an eligible World War
II veteran extend beyond July 25
1967.
Q—I have no dependents and
will be retired next month at age
65. My retirement income from
Social Security and a pension to
which I contributed will be more
than $1800 a year. Is there any
point in my filing for disability
pension?
A—No point. Since you are over
the income limitation, VA could
not approve your claim.
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You'll Say they're &Moog

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Fulton, Ky.

Lake Street

By JOE JORDAN
One hundred years ago this
week the Maysville Eagle printed
a story saying that a company of
the 40th Kentucky (Union) Mounted Infantry regiment had broken
open the jail at Carlisle and released two men named Oden, who
had been indicted by the Nicholas County grand jury on charges
of stealing horses. The newspaper
said the company of soldiers, cornCapt. Greenbury
manded by
Reed, passed through Maysville
with the two men rescued from
civil authorities.
The Maysville paper said it would
be sorry to believe there was anything in the charges against
the Odens, "especially William
Oden, who has been of service to
the Union cause," but if they were
innocent there was no reason to
think they would not be acquitted
if tried in Nicholas County. It
called upon Col. Clinton J. True,
commander of the regiment, to
take appropriate action, and said
if he did not do so, an appeal
would be made to Gov. Thomas E.
Bramlette. The editor wrote: "Belonging to the military should be
no protection against the penalties
of crime, or else the establishment would soon become a mere
license for every description of
felony."
Many Kentucky supporters of
the Union had rothing but contempt for the abolitionists wile
were also supporting the Union effort, ind they did not hestitate to
say so. One of these was George
D. Prentice, lditor of the Louisville Journal; another was the
aging Gen. Leslie Combs, who had

been a hero of the War of 1812.
Prentice had printed in thte Journal a letter in which Combs said: `
"The North has not felt this war —
as we have done. Kentucky has---.
been overrun by both armies . . .
We have, however, never faltered
in our devotion to the Union. Our
children have fought on every battlefield and never one fled as Carl
Cchurz and his gang of freedomshriekers did at Chancellorsville."
Brig. Gen. Carl Schurz, a native
of Germany and an ardent
abolitionist, had commanded a division of the XI Corps of the
Union Army at Chancellorsville,
the corps that haZ been struck and
driven from the field by Confederates under Lt. Gen. T. J. (Stonewall) Jackson. During the week
under review, Prentice reluctantly
printed in the Journal a letter in
which Schurz said: "I wish to say
that in asserting 'Carl Schurz fled
at Chancellorsville,' Mr. Leslie
Combs lies." In an editorial note,
prentice said he was dublishing
the Schurz letter "In compliance
with the request of the author,
though we can but regret that he
has thought fit to couch his denial
in terms so exceedingly unbecoming and unwarranted."
A Louisville detective, Capt. Edwards, returned from Caseyville
and reported that he had killed
"Nat Horton, of Quantrill's band
of guerrillas." The account said
Horton fired from behind a tree
and hit the detective in a shoulder. "The captain then closed upon
him and when within good range
rieturned the fire, killing him instantly."

Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 11 Years

* Large Display
* Well Lighted At Night
• Open Sunday Afternoons
Fulton
Call 124

• B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

Greenfield
AD 5-2293
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Leaf Pick-Up Schedule

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

West Fulton
East Fulton
East Fulion
West Fulton
West Fulton
East Fulton
Thank You,

CITY OF FULTON

•nue
Roles Tax

Ii

Jet Lanes Is
OutFrontIn
Bowling Play
The Jet Lanes team from Fulton
maintained its blistering pace in
the Southern Division of the FourState Bowling league Saturday,
and Charles Parks won a pair of
games from J. D. Walston of Paducah Cabana by scores of 167-165
and 181-156. The twin victory enabled Fulton to stay two full
games ahead of second-place Mayfield, which also got a pair of
wins from Tommy Clark. Clark
rolled the day's highest series

while beating Tom Mullaly of
Martin by scores of 198-166 and
176-152. In the other match, Vernon Riley of Murray and Howard
Wallace of Benton split, Riley
winning 196-157 and Wallace winning 170-165.
The Southern
ings:

Fulton
Mayfield
Murray
Benton
Martin
Paducah Cabana
Humility, that
from which all
shoot.

South Fulton School Passes
Thousand - Pupil Mark Monday

PRINCE ROYAL DELEGATE
London, Nov. 11—Prince Phillip
is going to Zanzibar and Kenya as
Queen Elizabeth's representative
at their independence celebrations
South Fulton Schools' total en- partment of Education for all next month, Buckingham Palace
rollment reached 1,000 Monday students and State efforts are be- announced Monday.
Division stand- Morning, November
8, 1963 as ing made to enforce it. Also the
TOLL REMAINS AT 693
Miss Maudie Pepper, second grade High School
and Elementary
Frankfort, Ky., Nov. 8—Kenteacher,
enrolled
Norma
Sue Wig- School need additional classrooms
W.
L.
gins, who had moved from Water now not including the pressing tucky's yearly traffic toll remain7
1 Valley, Kentucky. Of this number, need for a Junior High Study Hall. ed Friday at 693, or 11 above the
same period last year. State police
5
3 436 are transported by eight bides
The South Fulton High School had no fatality reports Thursday.
4
4 and the remainder live in South
faculty include the following: Mr.
4
4 Fulton.
Lester Betty, Principal; Mr. Ron3
5
The Elementary section has en- nie McAlister, Boys' Basketbal Crafton and Miss Maudie Pepper,
l 2nd grade; Miss Myrtle Brann, 1st
1
7 rolled 690 while
the High School coach; Mr. Roland Bell, Football
section has enrolled 310. These coach; Mrs. Catherine Roberts, and 2nd grade; Mrs. Kenneth
Houston and Mrs. Doris Milner,
low, sweet root figures were released by Mr. Les- Girls' Basketball coach; Mr. Don
1st grade.
heavenly virtues ter Betty, Principal of the High Stevens, English; Mrs. Sallie
FerThe town of South Fulton is
School and Mr. K. M. Winston, guson, English; Mrs. Mamie
Ennis, growing by leaps and bounds and
Principal of
the Elemehtary English;
Mr. Clifford Wright, with a peak National School
EnSchool. These 1,000 enrolled on the Chemistry and Science;
Mrs. Vir- rollment expected by experts in
Hill makes South Fulton the larg- ginia Cannon, Biology and
Science; 1970, all predictions point to South
est School in Obion County. There Mrs. Linda Nelms, Mathemati
cs; !Fulton receiving more than their
are 22 teachers in the Elementary Miss
Cammelia
Cunningham, share.
School and 13 in the High School. Latin and Library; Mrs. Catherine
Even though South Fulton en- Thompson, Home Economics; Mr.
Accurate
joyed a large building program in Ual Killebrew manuel science.
1961, the school is now bursting at
The South Fulton Elementary
WORKMANSHIP
the seams. Not a single room is faculty include the following: Mr.
At Low Cost
available and if the trend con- K. M. Winston, Principal; Mr. AlWatches,
Clocks
and Time
tinues, the total enrollmnt for the len Ferguson, Jr., P. E. and Social
year will probably reach 1,050. Science; Mr. Guy Finch, Jr. Sci- Pieces of All Kinds AccuThe scarcity of room makes it im- ence; Mr. Robert Ward, Jr. Hi. rately Repaired at Low Cost
possible for the schools to carry English and P. E..; Mrs. Jeanette by—
ANDREWS
out a full program. With such an Burrow, Jr. Hi. English; Mrs. Milenrollment, and only one gym, dred Anderson, Jr. Hi. Science and
Jewelry Company
half of the Junior High School P. E..; Mrs. Sara Beth Martin, Jr.
and all of the lower Elementary Hi. Mathematics; Mrs. Dessie
must have their P. E. classes out- Coltharp and Mrs. Pauline Schside. The Elementary school se- werdt, 6th grade; Mrs. Mary Hawcures the gym two pieriods with es, 5th and 6th grade; Mrs. Vironly four remaining periods in the ginia Hancock and Mrs. Erline 207 Commercial
Phone 58
school day, so the Hi hSchool must Holladay, 5th grade; Miss Kathcrowd large numbers in each pe- erine Bradshaw, and Mrs. Carlene —Slip Covers; seat covers
riod. The building facilities are Jolley, 4th grade; Mrs. Margaret
—Upholstering (all kinds:
not sufficient, Even though it is in Gray, 3rd and 4th grade; Mrs.
modern and antique
use until 5:30 P. M. most days. Martha Fowlkes and Mrs. Dorothy
—Draperies
P. E.. is required by the State De- Smith, 3rd grade; Mrs. Mozelle
—hiwnings, tarpaulins

S. P. MOORE & CO.

Future Citizens Of The Twin Cities

WALKER'S
DELUXE
The elegant straight bourbon
than; aged twice as long
as a lot of others. Enjoy
extra years of mellowness
at no extra cost.

FIFTHS $5.39*
PINTS $3.39*
/
1 2 PINT $1.70*

Top row, left to right: Meredith, 12, Allyson 10, Paige 9, daughters
of Mr. and Mrs. Rodney _Miller. Bottom row, left to right: Susan, 4,
Scott, 14 months, daughter and son of Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Miller;
Jennifer, 3, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sammy Haddad.

101 Central Ave.

•Ms
Salem Tan
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Mr. and Mrs. Lester Alfred of
Dyersburg visited relatives here
and attended the festivities in
Fulton.

A.C.BUTTS
AND SONS
E.State Line

Fulton

.mmommmseememimi..aim—

There's a
mighty good reason.*
to insist on
4

Hiram Walkerb

GIN

Spoon it!
into hot foods

for snacks

.IMported Botanicals,
make it extra smooth
Tonight, enjoy the crystal-dry
gin with the extra quality of
Imported Botanicals— made
according to an old English
formula—by Hiram Walker,
Dow in its second century of
&staling leadership.

TIAFT'S

amazing
pci.::::.utized process-cheese
s:zreaci for dozens of
fast cheese treats

INstIMIod London Dry Gin • 90 Proof • 09991199=Infonosoissa &roes
Plarem Walker & So19, Inc..

Idea Of Average Day
8:00—Mad dash to heat last bell.
8:03—Mr. Martin stands in the
hall herding late arrivals into
classrooms.
8:30—Teacher says, "Pop Test."
8:31—Dead faint.
9:05—Mr. Sensing tells homeroom to stay in.
9:30—Paper airplanes fly from
study hall.
10:30—Explosion in chemistry
room.
11:00—Annual staff runs in and
out of typing class.
12:00—Football players lead dash
to cafeteria taking a few second
and third graders with them.
12:20—Junior boys do the bunny hap up block.
1:45—Get a drink of water and
a date (If you're lucky)
2:00—Listen to Mrs. Burrow
quote Macbeth.
2:40—Miss Ward stops teaching
to listen to band play.
2:50 Sigh!
The man at the next desk has
been muttering to himself ever
since he heard one of the girls in
the office say stie was going to the
beauty parlor to have her hair
teased.

CONGRATULATIONS....
On ihe Success Of Your Great

BANANA FESTIVAL
We All Enjoyed It Very Much!

TV
SERVICE
REPAIRS
Antennas Installed

Si101.11
salMai
8 MRS RI • ICI ?MP

Mrs. Wallace Cunnnigham and
children, of Paducah, spent the
weekend with relatives here and
attended the Banana Festival.

FIFTH $3.75 — PINT $2.35 — % PINT
$1.20

for cheese sauce

=--

Mrs. Virgil Green of Mayfield is
visiting her mother, Mrs. Mattie
Renfro.

We are sorry to report Mts.
Myrtle Orleans is back in the Ful-

ROPER
TELEVISION
306 Main
Phone 307

JEANNE ELLIOTT
Mayfield

and

ids

28

Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Ragsdale
of Centralia, Ill, spent the weekend with relatives here.

6

Heat it!

YOUP :OUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE SERVICE ACENO

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Raymond and
son, Dan, of Nashville, spent the
weekend with relatives here. They
were accompanied home by Mrs.
Raymond's mother, Mrs. Mattie
Rogers.

theez Whiz'em!

Spread it!

Full.

Mr. and Mrs. John Smith left
Sunday morning for a few days
visit with relatives in Fayetteville,
Tenn.

Mrs. W. I... Jenkins and Mrs.
Gordon Campbell of Fayetteville,
Tenn. have been visiting their broTrifles make perfection, and
ther, John Smith, and wife. Mrs.
perfection
is no trifle.
Jenkins was hostess to a family
banana pancake breakfast Friday
at the Charlie Scates Building in
Fulton. Guests were Mr. and Mrs.
John C. Smith, Riley Smith, Mrs.
R. A. DeMyer and Mrs. Gordon
Campbell.

UAL KILLEBREW

ieneez whiz

96

ton Hospital.

JAMES HAZELWOOD

CUSTOM FERTILIZER SPREADING

Phone 399
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• PIERCE STATION
ay 1MIrs. Charles Lowe

For glorious burgers

BALBO RYE
MONON WHEAT
KNOX WHEAT
CERTIFIED KNOX WHEAT
CERTIFIED MONON WHEAT
BARLEY

CONOPSETATES
SOUTHn
ERN
_ FU

Page 3

Paducah
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Schools Invite
Patrons During
Education Week

Miss Dunavent, Mr. Stephens Wed
In Beautiful Oak Grove Ceremony

This Week, November 11-15, is
American Education Week and is
being observed in all Fulton city
schools.
Open house ''as held Tuesday at
Terry Norman School and will be
held today, (Thursday,) at Fulton
High School and Carr Elementary.
Tomorrow, Friday, open house
will be held at Milton School and
will include a student participation program from 2-3 p. m.
Tonight at 7:30 p. m. a team
from the University of Kentucky
will be at thg high school study
hall to meet juniors, seniors and
their parents of Fulton and Hickman Counties, talking with them
about attending college.
Three radio broadcasts on
WFUL were on Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday.
Open house will be held at the
South Fulton High School and
Elementary School this (Thursday) afternoon following a meeting of parents and faculty members at 7 p. m.

The marriage of Miss Waynell Dunavant, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Dunavant of Fulton, and
Jimmie Stephens, son of Mr. qnd Mrs. Ernestine Stephens of Wingo, was solemnized in the Oak Grove Church
of Christ near Dukedom at two o'clock in the afternoon
on November 2. Rev. Thomas Y. Smithmier of Clinton
performed the ceremony.

Bethyl Gilliland,
Jimmy Matheny
Married Here
Miss Bethyl Gilliland became
the bride of Jimmy Matheny at
four o'clock in the afternoon on
November 2 in the home of Rev.
and Mrs. William King in South
Fulton. Rev. King officiated at
the double ring Ceremony in a
lovely setting of white glads and
white candles in tall candelabras,
entwined in greenery.
The bride is the daughter of
David Gilliland of Cayce and Mrs.
Gladys Clark of Chicago. Mr. Matheny's parents are James Matheny and Mrs. Maxine Matheny
of Fulton.
The bride was given in marriage
by her father. She wore a street
length sheath dress of white brocade with long sleeves. Her corsage was of roses. Her only attendant was Miss Marlene King
of Fulton. Bill Dawson of Mayfield
attended the bridegroom as best
man.
Mrs. Carl Bell, organist, played
" tnd the tradi"0 Promise Mf,
tional wedding marches were used.
Immediately following the ceremony a reception was held, after
which the couple left for a short
wedding trip. They are now at
home at 20f1 Laurel Street in Fulton.

Sign Treaty
KATMANDU, Nepal — Indian
President Sarvepalli Radharishnan
ended a (our-day visit to Nepal
by joining Nepahee King Mahendra in a communique pledging the
mutual interdependence and integrity of their two nations.

The sanctuary of the church was
decorated with white gladioli, centered by a huge fern ball. White
tapers burned in wrought iron
Grecian stands, with satin roping
connecting the candelabra and the
gladioli. The pews were marked
with white satin bows.
Preceding the ceremony a musical program was presented by
Mrs. Mackey Ward and Mrs. Neddie Pillow.
The bride, who was given in
marriage by her father, wore a
formal wedding gown of white
bridal satin, fashioned with a Sabrina neckline. The fitted bodice
featured lace appliques of white
flowers and petals which spilled
onto, the bell-shaped skirt. Her
fingertip veil fell from a headpiece fashioned of a silk rose surrounded by satin petals. She carried a cascade bouquet consisting
of a white orchid surrounded by
satin petals and puffs of illusion.
Serving as matron of honor was
Mrs. Wayne Newsome of Cuba
and bridesmaids were Miss Phyllis
Pigue and Miss Judy Green, both
of Fulton. They wore identical
sheath dresses of baby blue satin
brocade, with square necklines
and obi bows. Their headpieces
fell from self-fabric 'Wows *id
each carried a cascade bouquet of
white mums.
Miss Wanda Dunavant, sister of
the bride, served as flower girl.
Her dress was similar to those
worn by the bridesmaids. Her basket contained petals, which she
scattered in the path of the bride.
Mr. Mackey Ward of Wingo
served as best man and groomsmen were T'erry Outland of Fulton
and Robert Bone of Wingo. Eugene
Dunavant, brother of the bride,
and Harold Dunavant, cousin of
the bride, served as acolytes.
Immediately following the ceremony a reception was held. Assisting in serving were Miss Sheila McClure of Wingo, Mrs. Joan Lacewell of Fulton, Miss Beverly Turbeville and Mrs. Garry Turbeville
of Dukedom.

roars
NO BITE!
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YELLOWSTONE

DEATHS
Mrs. Ida Pegram
Mrs. Ida Pegram died in Lourdes
Hospital in Paducah on November
8 at the age of 84. She was the
widow of Herman Pegram and
made her home with her brotherin-law, John Thompson, and brother, Irvin Joyner, of Route 4,
Fulton .
Funeral services were held November 8 in Hornbeak Funeral
Home Chapel, with Rev. William
0. Beard, pastor of the First
Christian Church, officiating. Interment was in Fairview Cemetery.
In addition to Mr. Joyner, she is
survived by a nephew, Wade
Joyner, of Macon, Ga.

Given Approval
LOUISVILLE — Approval of a
$133,000 loan to Whitesburg, Ky.
has been announced by the Community Facilities Administration.
Rep. Carl Perkins, D-Ky., said at
Washington the money would be
used for a water treatment plant
and other water facilities. Work
is to start within four months.

Open house was held at the
lovely new First Baptist parsonage on Henderson Drive in Fulton,
which was completed a few weeks
ago.
Guests were greeted by James
Warren, chairman of the tinance
committee, and in the receiving
line were Rev. and Mrs. Kenneth
Duncan, the pastor and his wife:
J. 0. Lewis, chairman of the parsonage committee; Mrs. Ruell
Hemphill, assistant to the pastor,
and Norman White, minister of
music.
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THANK YOU!
We want to take this opportunity to express
our sincere thanks to so many of the voters of Fulton who showed their confidence in us by their
overwhelming vote for Commissioners for the next
two years. We pledge to you the kind of a good,
businesslike administration that your vote indicates

An interesting workshop for
making corsages has been planned
with Mrs. Ernest Jenkins, Mrs.
Charles Browder and Mrs. Morgan Omar serving as instructors.
Members are reminded to answer roll call with a FLOWER
HEW or an INTERESTING
FLOWER EXPERIENCE.

you want.
Charles Robert Bennett
J. Ward Johnson
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LAKE 131'REET

William Scott
W.P. Burnette
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FULTON,KY.

88c TO YS
Doctor Kit
Dishes
Drums
Telephones
Bow and Arrows
Stick Horses
Wheelbarrows
Pound-A-Peg

HUNT'S

PEACH]

SACRAIKEIS

Guns
Tool Kits
Guns
Paint Sets
Tinker Toys
Push Toys
Stuffed Toys
Banjo

COCKT1
TROPICAL

PINEM

NANCY HA:

PIE CHI

ARGO GOL,

CREAM

ARGO JUNI

PEAS

—
ARGO TINY

GREEN

Surviving are her sister, Mrs.
Bard, and several nieces and
nephews.

The Greatest American Whiskey

Serving as hostesses will be
Mesdames Robert Fowlkes, W. B.
Holman, Earl Campbell, H. W.
Cole, Floyd Martin, N. J. Tobin,
C. M. Conley, J. W. Elledge and
C. L. Drysdale.

Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Stephens

Open House At
New Parsonage

provided
Entertainment was
Saturday night by Gary Harper,
talented vocalist from Clinton,
who is a student at Murray College, Billy Edd Wheeler, star of
"Stars In My Crown," and "Pete
and Repeat" (Carmen Gardner
and Bonita Burrow), who won the
state 4-H Share the Fun Night
Assisting in showing the guests
contest at Knoxville this spring. through the home were Mrs. James
Warren, Mrs. Leon Faulkner, Mrs.
Myra Scearce, Fred Bondurant,
CUB SCOUTS MEET
Harold Henderson, Mrs. Bobby
Den 8, Cub Scouts, met Monday Snider, Mrs. Norman White, Oden
afternoon at 3 p. m. Assistant den Fowler and Pa4.1 and Jennifer
mother, Mrs. Boggess, took us on Duncan.
a hike. We picked up some leaves,
Several hundred members of
had a race and a real good time. the church and friends called beKeeper of the Buckskin
tween the hours of two and four
Glenn Perry
o'clock.

A large attendance is expected
at the annual potluck luncheon of
the Home and Garden Department
of the Fulton Woman's Club, to be
held at 12:30 Noon on Friday,
November 15.

Funeral services were held November 12 in Hornbeak Funeral
Chapel for Miss Hattie Hampton,
with Rev. Paul Jones officiating.
Interment was in Greenlea Cemetery.
Miss Hampton died November
10 at the home of her sister, Mrs.
Vada Bard, 408 Carr Street. She
was 88 years of age and a life-long
resident of Fulton County. She was
a member of Mt. Carmel Baptist
Church.

1/2

Mrs. T. Bennett Boaz, Memphis,
Art Schofield, Paducah, Caroll
Hubbard, Mayfield, Miss Pat Kerr,
Oxford, Miss., and Jack Smythe,
Jackson, germ.
The pageant was produced by
Jack Smith of Jackson, Tenn., who
is the producer of the Miss Tennessee Pageant. The Fulton Rotary
Club sponsored the pageant, and
had charge of the ticket sale.

Large Attendance Al
Home Garden Meeting

Miss Hattie Hampton

MELLOW-MASH YELLOWSTONE

CAROL GLISSON—
AX•nlinued from Page One)
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A Small Deposit Will Hold Your Selection 'Till Christmas

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON. ALSO 100 PROOF BOTTLEDIN-BOND. YELLOWSTONE DIST.. LOUISVILLE-OWENSBORO, KY.

DEL MONTI

CATSUI

IOC MC
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PROTECT YOUR
PROPERTY4WITH A1111111

Bowhng Games
Pull Toys
Cars and Trucks
Airplanes
Boats
Tool Chests

Now Thru Saturday
Walt Disney's

"SAVAGE
SAM"
Technicolor!

ug

MIER

Starts Sunday
• .• •
.".•
•

- Monthly rates start at $3 .001
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Many Styles Of
Doll Dishes

ior more information, mail this coupon
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Please send me more information about your
"Light Watchman" service.
NAME
ADDRESS

This is Ava
her idea of
a vacation is
two weeks in

_"Y'
ki

SIC

Musical Tops
Tractors

Dolls,All Kinds
Doll Strollers
Hi-Heels
Wigs
Cash Register
Sail Cases
Games
Etch-A-Sketch

Nurse & Doc. Kits
Music Boxes _
Drums
Globes
Wagons
Tractors
INNEVICIPICACIIII1111110111111111MOINNEWNEI

A Complete Selection of Mattel Guns
Tricycles

FREE GIFT WRAPPING
FREE GUM AND SUC KERS FOR THE KIDDIES

HICKMAN - FULTON COUNTIES

RURAL ELECTRIC CO-OP

WITH I
GOLDEN

WINESAP

AMERICA at Fulton County High School

g
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BANAN

or see any member of the FUTURE FARMERS OF
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BOYS TOWN

TELEPHONE NUMBER
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Bulldozers
Logs
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APPLE!
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SO.FULTON

203 SO.BROADWAY

STORE HOURS
U. S. GOVT.

SWEFTS WbRTHMORE

SELECT

BACON Lb. Pkg. 39c OYSTERS
I

LEAN MEATY

PORK LOIN

INSPECTED

12 TILL 6 SUNDAYS
WHOLE, LB.

US CHOICE

US CHOICE

BEEF

Lb. 29c

I US CHOICE

ROUND STEAK

Lb. 89c

U. OICE

•CHUNK STYLE

FRESH

ROAST End Rib Lb. 49c I BOLOGNA
t SLICED JOWL

6 DAYS

Jar 99c SPARE RIBS Lb. 39c CHUCK Roast Lb. 49c

BOILING

NECK BONES __ Lb. 19c

8 TILL 9

LEAN MEATY

12-oz

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT

SIRLOIN STEAK _ _ Lb. 89c
I US CHOICE

Lb. 29c I PORK STEAK ____ Lb. 49c I CLUB STEAK _ __ Lb. 79c_

3 LB

BACON pkg.

STEAK $1°
10 LB.
BAG
VVITH

A $5.00 PUR-

CHASE OR MORE

HUNT'S

NEW CROP SHELLED

PEACHES

4-28 oz. Cans

SACRAMENTO

COCKTAIL

4- 303 Cans

$1.00 PECANS 3 4 oz. Cans $1.00
PIGGLY WIGGLY
$1.00 TEE SHIRTS
29c

TROPICAL CRUSH

PINEAPPLE

5 - 303 Cans $1.00

NANCY HANK

PIE CHERRIES

4 - 303 Cans $1.00

ARGO GOLDEN

ROYAL

1

DEL MONTE

CATSUP

614 oz. Bot. $1.00

WALNUTS 1 Lb. Bag 47c
10 oz.
GRAPE JELLY 4 Jars $1.00

CORN BEEF 12 oz. Can 49c POTTED MEAT 10 Cans $1.00

ALL FLAVORS

Reg Box

ARMOUR POTTED

CREAM STYLE CORN 8-303 Cans $1.00 MEAT ____ 5 oz. Can 10c
ARGO JUNE
KING BIRD PINK
PEAS
6 - 303 Cans $1.00 SALMON __ 1 Lb. Can 59c
ARGO TINY WHOLE
GREEN BEANS 6 - 303 Cans $1.00 SWIFTS

ARMOURS

SMUCKERS

GELATINE

1

JUICE 4 46 oz. Cans $1.00

OYSTERS 3- 4 oz. Cans $1.00

3 - 12 oz. CANS

• $1.00

$1.39

3 LB. JAR

1

$1.19

REELFOOT

3Lb.Can 69c

3 - 14 oz. CANS

MILK

SUN MAID

39c RAISINS 2 Lb. Bag 59c

GRADE A

APPLES 4 Lb.Bag 39c CARROTS

STARKIST

MIL

SUN GOLD

3 Cans 89c BISCUITS 6 Cans 49c

BRIGHT STAR

25 LB. BAG

FLOUR .
MISS LIBERTY

Lb. 10c BEANS 10 lb. bag $1.39 1184 ROLLS Pkg. 25c
PY-O-MY

SWLFTS

PREM
COFFEE
RED BIRD VIENNA

MISS DIXIE

VVINESAP

CHILI 4 - 1 Lb. Can $1.00 1 TAMALES 4 16 oz Cans $1.00

. 312oz.Cans $1.00

CHASE & SANBORN

CRISCO

BANANAS _ _ Lb. 10c TURNIPS

SWIFTS

DRIP OR REG.

3 LB. BAG

SHORTENING ___ 69c LARD 4 Lb. Crt. 69c

NORTHERN

TISSUE . . . 12 Rolls 2.00
TREASURE BAY

SNOWDRIFT

GOLDEN

CHIPS _ _ Reg. 59c Size 49c

LIBBY'S TOMATO

BUTTER

WITH A $5.00 PURCHASE OR MORE

CRACKERS 1 Lb. Box 25c

OLEO 4 - 1 Lb. Crt. $1.00
VALLEY BROOK
CHEESE
2 Lb. Box 69c

OZ PEANUT

POTATOES

SUNGOLD POTATO

KELLEY'S

CHOPPED HAM . .

TUNA

DIXIE BELLE

ALL SWEET

COFFEE • • •

RED

ARMOURS

NORTHERN COLORED

5c

PLYMOUTH

U. S. NO. 1

5 oz. CANS

DIAMOND

BLUE PLATE

Lb. 10c CAKE
MIX Pkg. 10c MAYONNAISE

QT JAR

49c

4 oz. CAN

SAUSAGES Can 10c

1 Lb. Can

59c

MAINE OIL

SARDINES flat can 10c

28
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TOO MUCH STATIC
-rm.the FRS Kennel"
•McCONNELL NEWS
Dan. L. T. Caldwell •
Mrs. Snider—"Y" • think more
of that old radio than you do of
me.*
Mid-week services on WednesMr. Snider—"We", I get less in- day night at the
local Church of
terference from it
Christ have been changed to 6:30.
Brother
Coleman
Crocker,
Without perfecticn, nothing is Church of Christ minister
near
whony reaL
Cadiz, will speak at the local
church Were on Friday night at
7:30 on the subject of the work being accomplished in the Canadian
congreations. A cordial invitation
is extended to all to come out and
hear him.
Brother
Ron Beckett, local
Church of Christ minister, and
Transparent
family of Henderson, Tenn. spent
Plastic
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Sam
\ `l •
Welch.
Friday night guests in the home
of Mrs. L. T. Caldwell and family
were: Mr. and Mrs. Albert Karner,
Lewis Harper, Mr. and Mrs.
Wan"
la Feet
Doyle
P1ASIIC SPIIIT * PISS, RAlletele• • HAMS
Matheny and children. Gary and
ON
Barbara, all of St. Louis. They
were here to attend the Bana
na
Festival.
Mrs. Junior Sallee of Memphis
E. State Line
Phone 202
spent last Sunday with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Welc
h.
Mrs. Bertis Levister and
Mrs.
Wayne Kilgore, both of Mart
in,
spent last Monday with their
sister, Mrs. L. T. Caldwell, who
was
celebrating her birthday.
Mrs. Dorita Boggess and
daughter, LuAn, and Miss Ann
a Lou
Caldwell spent last Friday
in
Memphis.
CRYSTAL CLEAR
Cooly
Mrs. Len Drumm and daug
• CUT,TACK,SEW or SEAL
hter
290
Debbie, of Martin, visit
• HUNDREDS OF USES
ed her
mother, Mrs. L. T. Caldwell
INDOORS 4 CUTDOORS 11. Ise vele
, and
POIC*I
family over the weekend.
$TORM
whet eriestrees
114CLC
RAMOOIRS
MANITVIM
_
Mr. and Mrs. Thad Parrish
and
sons, David and Larry, spen
t the
weeeknd in Salem, Ill, visit
ing his
mother, Mrs. J. M. Parr
ish and
sister, Mrs. Coday Fank
bonner,
and husband.
Miss Betty Welch was dism
202 Lake
issed
Phone 28
from the Methodist Hosp
ital in
Memphis last Saturday, after
having been hospitalized for
several
weeks. She was injured in
an automobile accident this sum
mer and
suffered later with blood
clots in
her head. It was nece
ssary that
she have major surg4ery
on
occasions. She was returned two
Transparent
home
by her sister, Mrs. Alvi
Plastic
n Ferguson, and husband and
her mother, Mrs. Ligon Welch.
Her many
friends and relatives are
happy
to have her back at hom
e and all
join in wishing for her a
rapid and
complete recovery.
36":72"
IS feet
35
PLASTIC 51111,
few IMOUt•Ill• • N ell$
Mrs. Moulton Gambill of
TO
TACK
ON
Gary,
Ind. spent the weekend
with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H.
E. McCord, and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe McCo
Phone 35
Fulton
rd
of Fulton spent last Sunday
with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
H. E.
McCord.
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Cath
ey of
St. Louis spent the weekend
with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Audie
Cathey, and other relatives in
this
vicinity.
This little village was well
represented at the International
Banana Festival held in Fulton-S
outh
•• CRYSTAL CLEAR
Fult
on last week. We wish to com1•CUT,TACK, SEW or SEAL
mend everyone who had a part
•HUNDREDS OF USES
in
the originating of this festival.
INDOORS & OUTDOORS
We
P0•01
WALL ItOTWTORt
STORM
feel this is by far the most outKISCLOSIMMI
KIRNITURI CLAIMS
WINDOWS
I
standing and complete festival
ever held in this vicinity and we
'111111110111 11.
are proud to be a neighbor and
.Le
- .1
nearby village of such a cooperative, friendly and initiative town
as Fulton-South Fulton.

6... •groweethe
w.e.ewh.e.V...e.e,Se.•
0.0••
•
•
•G Oie*OWWWVOIV)
•••••••••••°•••••••••••••••••••••••
PIACeVelleVeWee
•••••
•WeilPee
•WhWe
•
• ••••• ••••:.:::.:4**0-•
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OF PRAYER
sider my meditation. Hearken. unto
the voice of my cry, my King, and
my God: for unto thee will I pray."

in
ma
pr

lvi
mas
urdi
paid
mad
paid
than
dolp
mak
cess
intr(
.
audi
Prin
cleric
the (
Ju
125
pers(
field
Mem
Hum
Jack
Mod4
city.
Sec
went
ton,
recei
ton(
a rec
ionsh
Th
Curti
who
cake.
Op
term
crowi
man
ninth
Thi
whicl
In 'egi
cash
who r
place
bons,

Psalms 5t l -2

God hears and answers prayers, but
not everyone knows how to pray.
Even the Lord' disciples asked that

A. C. Butts & Sons

WESTERN AUTO

101
wh
ful
19(
aw

"Give ear to my words,0 Lord, con-

STORM
WINDOW
KIT

,

la;
na
ac
NNT(

he teach them how to pray.
Attitude of the individual is important in prayer. Prayer is the opportunity that we have to tell God of
our blessings and give thanks. It is

ii

an opportunity to petition for help,
but above all, our hearts should be
willing that God's will be done.
Prayer should be offered individually and in groups.
ATTEND CHURCH

STORM
WINDOW
KIT

AND
PRAY WITH OTHERS

Weak

Exchange Furn. Co.

1sta gol
frosti:
2nd

The Church is God's appointed agency in this world for spreading the knowledge of His
love
Its man and of His demand for man to respond to that
love by loving his neighbor. With

out
this grounding in the love of God, no governme
nt or society or way of life will long
persevere and the freedoms which we hold
so dear will inevitably perish. Therefore, even
from a selfish point of view, one should supp
ort the Church for the sake of the welfare
of himself and his family. Beyond that, howe
ver, every person should uphold end pertidpate in the Church because it tells the truth abou
t man's life, death and destiny; the
truth which olone will set him free to live as
a chiW of God.

•vt-.

°Coleman Adv. Ser., P.0.Box 20067, Dallas 20,Texa
s
..emenMIIM

•

A HUDDLESTON CO.
Main Street

WE HAVE THE GENUINE
iir,A TOP QUALITY
.
WINDOW

IYour Hoeft Associati00

sqsl

This Series of Church Ads Is Being Published Through the C °operation of

the Local Ministerial Association and Is

Sponsored By The Undersigned Individuals and Business Instituti

MATERIALS
HOLD IN HEAT,SEEP OUT COLD

ons

Ch
than eVess —tor Storm
Deers and Wondews. Perch m.i.t

Fux-O-Gutss
ASS-0-NET
4i3WYR-0-GLASS
CREEN-GLASS
FLEX-0-PANE

Builder's Supply, Inc.
501 Walnut

Phones 96, 99

Oliver B. is pleased with himself. He's just made his annual date for a heart and
health cheek-up. Rave you?

TRAVELERS INN RESTAURANT
Dine with us after church in pleasant surroundings
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Turner Highway 45E

PEPSI COLA BOTTLING CO.
Fulton, Kentucky

JET LANES
sso - 4th St.
Fulton, Ky.

ARCHIES LIVESTOCK BARN
Everyday buying, selling, trading Livestoc
k—
Stocker cattle at all times

Compliments of:
HENRY I. SIEGEL. INC.
AIRLENE GAS CO. of FULTON
,INC.
Butane & Propane Gas Dealer, Fulton, Ky.
BURNETTE TRACTOR CO.
Everything the farmer needs
207 E.

Fourth

Fulton, Ky-

HICKMAN-FULTON COUNTI
ES
RURAL ELECTRIC CO-OP
Live Better Electrically
Hickman, Kentucky

IME
or.rtv 29tLIN. rr
34- wroi

TIME d IVIIIcvour Home
wi nter- ht,'Draft-Free
TIME to Save
on Your Fuel

4JUp

T'40

FLEX-O-GLASS Is the orly
window material that comes a
2 YEAR GUARANTEE. Look for the
name FLEX-O-GLASS on the edge.

Get G•nuins FLEX-O-GLASS At Your Local Hawr.
or Lint,. n..1..

JACKSON BROS. FUNERAL HO
ME
Members of Ky. Burial Association
Dukedom, Tennessee
WATER VALLEY IMPLEMEN
T CO.
Your Allis Chalmers & New Holland Deal
er
Water Valley, Kentucky
Complements of:
YOUR BEN FRANKLIN &
WESTERN AUTO ASSOC. STO
RE
Home owned and operated
FULTON BANK
"Complete Banking Service"
Phone 2
Fulton, Ky.

Union City Irway

Phone 253

HICKORY LOG
Home Cooked Meals - Home Baked Pies
Pit Barbeque - Dorothy Parton
CITY DRUG COMPANY
"Your prescription Drug Store"
Fulton, Ky.
Phones 70 & 428
PURE MILK CO.
At the store or at your door
Phone 813
Fulton, Hy.
CITY NATIONAL BANK
Serving this area since 1897
Member FDIC & Federal Reserve Syst
em
A. C. BUTTS & SONS
Grocery - Feed & Seed Mill
FALL & FALL INSURANCE
"Ask your Neighbor about our serv
ice"
Fulton, Kentucky
DARI CREAM SANDWICH SH
OP
Home of good foods & Service
Billy Gilbert
Fulton, Ky.
BARNEY'S DRIVE-111 REST
AURANT
Sandwiches - shakes - Bar-B-Q
Martin H'way

COLONEL C. W. BURROW
Real Estate Broker - Phone 61
809 Walnut St.
Fulton, Hy.
JOY LYNN FLOWERS & GIF
T SHOP
Flowers for All Occasions, Free Deli
very in this
area - 308 Walnut.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Jobe, Owners
OK - PARISIAN LAUNDRY &
CLEANERS
"Your Complete Cleaning Institution"
Phone 130
Fulton, KY.
PARKWAY MANOR NURSIN
G HOME
SW Hy's. Newest, most modern
nursing home - For reservations Call
490 or Write 309 N. Parkway Fulton

PARK TERRACE MOTEL,
RESTAURANT & GIFT SHOP
Recommend us to your friends
Dine with us after church

FULTON COCA COLA BOTTLI
NG CO.
Kentucky Ave. Fulton
Phone 447
KILLEBREW'S FLOWERS
& GIFTS
We specialise In all types of floral desi
gning. See
us for suggestions on weddings, funeral work
and
Hosp. arrangements.
Gibson greeting cards Phones 53-508
MAC & FAY FLOWER SHOP
Flowers for all occasions rr• Wire Serv
ice
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. McNatt
Phone 0

1

•

▪

.•••••••••••••••

Mrs.RobbinsCame To Fulton A Good Cook,Goes Home A Celebrity

A lady from Henry County, Tenn. came to Fulton
last Friday to enter her favorite banana recipe in the Banana Bake-off competition. She went home on Saturday
a celebrity. It was all because she baked an "out-of-thisworld" Banana Delight cake with Banana nut frosting.
Mrs. Lloyd Robbins was named the Grand Champion Banana Baker of the highly successful event and
what's more got her award from America's most beautiful and famous lady, Donna Axum, Miss America of
1964. Mrs. Robbins was presented with a $100 cash
award and a colorful sash indicating her honor. In making the presentation Miss America, as only she can do,
made a few remarks commending all the ladies on their
prowess in the kitchen.
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Miss Martha Ellen Truett of
Tiptonville, who was third runner-up in the Miss America Pageant as Miss Tennessee, was also
introduced.
Adjutant General A. Y. Lloyd
of Frankfort, on behalf of Governor Combs, presented a Kentucky Colonel's Commission to
Miss Allen, and told her that
Daniel Boone was one of the first
Kentucky Colonels.
President Lally of the Banana
Association also presented his"Banana Hat" to the Carr Elementary
honor guest.

CAROLYN—

(Continued from page one)
spend thousands of dollars sending a five-man technical team,
and a top flight commentator here
to cover the event.
Supt. W. L. Holland introduced
Mrs. Paul Westpheling, who was
Master of Ceremonies and introduced the various dignitaries for
"Carolyn's introduction to NBC".
Mrs. Westpheling said in presenting the guest of honor, "And a
little child shall lead them . . .
Carolyn Allen has brought the
focus of the nation to the twin
cities."
Besides the local banana festival officials, others introduced
included Ralph Lally, president of
spire cake;
the National Banana Association,
SEATTLE,—The thief who stole
3rd—Mrs. Wesley Cooper, baof New Orleans. Congressman and 18 men's suits and three women's
nana pudding.
Mrs. Frank A. Stubblefield, Con- dresses has a problem.
gressman Robert A. Everett, J. C.
What do you do with stolen
°hien County
Zimmerman of Louisville, vice burial garments?
lst—Mrs. Bob Fowlkes, banana
president of Kentucky Chamber of
Catherine Weir, a saleswoman
chiffon cake;
Commerce, and members of the from Eugene, Ore., told police the
Kentucky Department of Com- garments, all open down the back
2nd—Mrs. Billy Milner, banana
merce, Mayors Gilbert DeMyer and without pockets, were stolen
cream cake;
and Milton Counce, and Mayors of
3rd—Mrs. Floyd Martin, Zuppa
Glasgow, Ky., Wickliffe, GreenInglese Banane;
field and Fulton and Obion counHERE SHE IS, "MISS AMERICA"—Miss America
Fulton County
, Donna Axum, takes time out for a cup of punch
BONN—As the trend of moveat a ty officials.
reception given for her in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Representativs
of Governor ment from rural to urban continMaxWeill McDade. Shown with her are Mrs. Walter
1st—Mrs. J. R.- Green, banana
Bert Combs who was not able to ues in West German
Apperson, society editor of the Mayfield Messenger,
layer cake;
y the populaleft„ and Mrs. Herbie Hunt.—Photo Courtesy
May- attend, and Governor Frank Cle- tion of the large
field
cities is increasMessenger.
2nd—Mrs. Will Netherland, bament, who had to cancel his visit ing already. Already
27,000,000—
nana bread;
due to an unexpected trip to New almost half the population—liv
e in
3rd—Mrs. J. 0. Lewis, festival
York, were present.
480 large towns and cities.
banana cake;

Thief Steals
Burial Garments

Mrs. Hendon Wright served as
master of ceremonies for the Saturday morning gathering. She
paid due credit to all those who
made the Bake-off a success, and
paid special tribute to Mrs. Nathan Wade and Mrs. Robert Rudolph who worked untiringly to
make the Bake-off the great success that it was. Mrs. Wright also
introduced Miss America to the
audience. The American Dairy
Princess, Miss Sue Ann Godderidge presented the awards to
the other winners.
Judging the winners from over
125 entrants were: Mrs. Walt Apperson, society editor of the Mayfield Messenger; J. Roy Wynne of
Memphis, head
researcher of
Humko and Mrs. June Creasy, of
Jackson, Tenn., nutritionist for the Hickma
n County
Model Milling Company of that
1st—Mrs
. Louise Workman, bacity.
Second honors in the Bake-off nana cake with caramel frosting.
2nd—Mrs. Charles Moon, bawent to Mrs. J. R. Green of Fulnana
nut cake, with banana button, with a Banana layer cake. She
received a $10 cash prize as Ful- ter frosting;
-"It's impossible to do," a group of Festival planners South Fulton PTA.
3rd—Mrs. Joe Holland, gay baton County first place winner and
told Mrs. David Phelps when she insisted that 400 peoa red ribbon and sash as Champ- nana tarts;
The invocation was asked by
ionship Runner-Up.
ple could be served buffet style in about 20 minutes. Rev.
Graves County
Kennth Duncan, pastor of
Third honors were won by Mrs.
Even
her
First Baptist Church, and the Mashusba
nd
disagr
1st—Mrs
eed.
.
He
Curtis
was
Boyd,
co-cha
banana
irman
with
Curtis Boyd, second runner-up,
her of that perfectly delightful luncheon last Saturday ter of Ceremonies was Bill Scott,
who entered a Banana Birthday birthday cake;
prsident of the Chamber of Com2nd—Mrs. A. R. Stephens, ba- for Miss America and other
cake.
visitin
g
beauti
es
merce.
and
digniOpen house was held Friday af- nana cake;
taries.
3rd—Miss Leona Ti Aer, banana
delicious meal, featuring counternoon and attended by a large
But Martha (Mrs. David) Phelps held tenaciously tryA ham,
crowd. NBC comr-entator Ed Neu- sponge cake;
fried chicken, and barbeto the earlier plan she had made to have Miss America que was served buffet style.
man was present, with the NBC
DurHenry County
filming crew.
serve herself first while that festive board of delicious ing lunch, music was furnished by
1st—Mrs. Lloyd Robbins, baMrs. L. C. Logan at the organ and
The complete list of winners,
nana delight cake with banana nut foods "was untouched by any others." Knowing the tre- Norman White, tenor. Mr.
which included first place winners
mendous amount of work all the ladies had put forth to sang "Here Comes Our DairyWhite
frosting;
in each county, who received $10
Prinhave the luncheon go off as they had planned, the Festi- cess" and "Here She Comes, Miss
cash prizes, second place winners, Carlisle County
America," at the approprite mowho received red ribbons and third
1st—Mrs. Elizabeth O'Neil, froz- val officials gave her the `go-ahead"-sign.
ment. He also introduced each of
place winners, who got white riben banana delight.
Martha knew exactly what she
the visiting princesses as she arbons, is as follows:
was talking about. All 400 people at the South Fulton High School rived in the dining room.
Other Counties
Weakley County
at the luncheon were derved in cafeteria. Charles McMorris, with
1st—Mrs. Fritz Metzger, Padu- exactly
Just prior to the serving of the
27 minutes, according to the vivid imagination of a score
lst—Mrs. Luther Freedle, with cah, banana nut cake;
meal,
a bouquet of red roses was
time
clocks held by Glenn Hays of area florists transformed the
a gold nugget cake with banana
presented to Miss America, Miss
2nd—Mrs. Brooxie Rook of the now famous caterer who ser- dining
area into an autumn wonfrosting;
Donna Axum, by Carolyn Allen,
Carroll County, banana peanut ved the luncheon, and onle doubt- derland.
As far as the eye could
2nd—Mrs.Paul Howard, banana butter candy.
ing Festival official who said it see Fall flowers in abundance, who earlier in the week had been
named "Miss Top Banana." Miss
could not be done.
with their bright and vivid hues
Axum made a brief talk, in which
matched
the
outside
countryside, she expressied
Moreover, in spite of the fact
gratitude for the
that the honored guests were de- all aglow in a panorama of Fall hospitality shown her. She
also
beauty.
tained a little while to appear becompared her experiences as Miss
fore a "live" television broadcast
Assisting Mr. and Mrs. Phelps America with that of college eduby KFVS-TV, the program was with the arrangements were Mrs. cation as she shared with the audiover and the guests were leaving _Richard Bodker, ticket chairman, ence many of the facts she was
at one o'clock sharp. Master of Mrs. Oden Fowler and Mrs. E. K. learning about America in her
Cerrnonies Bill Scott joined in su- Alexander, tables and seating, travels throughout the nation.
perbly with the time schedule for Mrs. C. A. Boyd, cloak room, and
& Ky. -Ayes; Across from Puckett Service Station
Miss America's table was decothe luncheon. The event was held a number of other members of the
BURL ROGERS, General Mgr. Phone 1100 May
rated by
Killebrew's Flower
we serve you?
Shop. Other tables were: The
A complete line of Liquor, Wine, Beer
VETS AIDE HERE!
Dairy Princesses' by
Mac and
"IT'S CHEAPER — BUY THE CASE"
Roy W. Hargrove, contact rep- Fay's Flower Shop, Miss Tennesresentative of the Kentucky Dis- see's by Joy Lynn Flower and Gift
abled Ex-Service Men's Board, Shop, Miss Kentucky's by Scott's
The following were patients in will be at
the American Legion Floral Shoppe;
also tables were
the Fulton Hospitals on Wednes- Hall from,
9 a. m. to 3 p. m. on Friday, November 13:
decorate
d
by
Owens
Florist, Doug
day, November 15, to assist veterans and their dependents with Murphy Flower Shop of Martin,
claims for benefits due them as a Jeanette Flower Shop of Mayfield
MLLVIEW HOSPITAL
result
of their military service.
and the Flower Box of Hickman.
Mrs. Willis Chandler, Mrs. Tunny Overby, Mrs. Louis Holly,
Mrs. Leroy Sawyer and baby, Mrs.
LET US CLEAN YOUR
Susie Hillman, Mrs. Jake Yates,
Mrs. William Henne, Homer Croft,
Lula May Thorpe, Frances Branch,
Maureen Bransford, Fulton; Mrs.
Dorothy Roe,
Dulan Atkins,
South Fulton;
Mrs. Kenneth
Cherry and baby, Dukedom; Mrs.
ommomou
Euwin Roland, Pilot Oak; Ray
Stephens, Sr., Wingo; Mrs. Bobby
YES! We Can Make Your
Glisson, Water Valley.

Cities Lure Germans

Miss America's Luncheon Breaks Record
For Timing; 400 Served in 27 Minutes

RUMAGO
FOR

RHEUMATISM - ARTHRITIS
Active Ingredients: Sodium Salicylate, Cimicifuga,
Cascara and Pepsin

ALCOHOL 15%
RUMAGO helps make rheumatism go. Directions: A
teaspoonful with a big glass of water,4 times a day. Rub
aching muscles and Joints with Red Hot Liniment, once
a day or as needed.

WARNING—Keep Out of Reach of Children!
Sold by Your Local Dealer on a
Guarantee or From

OLIVER'S S. 0. DRUG COMPANY
Union City, Tenn. by Mail Postpaid.
CONTENTS 4 OZS.

PRICE $1.00

Telephone
Talk,

It
il
lO
CK
R4t44 LIQUORS

BY
JIM CHAMPION
YOUR SOUTHERN BELL
MANAGER

SERVICE NOTES

AS A SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE USER,did you
know you can call any of the three telephones in the
British Virgin Islands? And if that doesn't impress you,
did you know you can also call more than 140,000,000
other telephones, 98 per cent of all the telephones in the
world?

TAKE YOUR PICK!
BOTH
NOW

4.55
4/5 QUART

$2.85 I $1.45
PINT I /
1
2PINT

$45.75 Cass of Fifths

GLENMO E
GOLD LABEL

SILVER LABEL

4YEAR OLD 6YEAR OLD
BOND STRAIGHT
100 PROOF

90 PROOF

DISTILLED AND BOTTLED BY CLENMORE DISTILLERIES COMPANY LOUISVILLE-OWENSBORO,
KENTUCKY

*

TIP TO PARENTS OF
TEEN-AGERS: Your teenagers have their own room.
Why not their own telephone?

Garments

FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Billie Moss, Mrs. Mary
Sensing, Billy Yates, Clyde Wood,
Mollie Alexander, T. B. Neely,
Mrs. 1VIose Homra, Uel Killebrew,
Mrs. Lola Howard, Clarence Pillow, Mrs. Felix Gossum, Sr.. Mrs.
Larry Beadles, Fulton; Janet Long,
South Fulton; Mrs. Edna Rogers,
Route 1, Fulton; Mrs. L. E. Washburn, Mrs. Horace Reams, Michael
McKinney, Route 3, Fulton; Mrs.
Gus Barham and daughter, Clinton; Mrs. Crate Roberts, Mrs. Jim
Brown, Mrs. Mitchell Powell,
Dukedom; Mrs. Dave Elrod, Water
Valley; Diebbie Grissom, Route 2,
Water Valley.
DIABETIC WEEK
November 17-23 has been designatd as National Diabetic Detection Week. Anyon who wishes a
urine test for diabetes may call
at the Fulton Health Department.

*

TIP TO TEEN-AGERS: If
you discover you're going to
be late coming home from
school, or a date, why not
call home and save the folks
some worry?

• TOPCOATS
•JACKETS

JONES HOSPITAL
Harry Murphy, Donna Gayle
Rushing, Mrs. Leonard Holland,
Mrs. William Smith, Vicki Wallace, Mrs. Bobby Hearn and baby,
Mrs. Tommie Tucker and baby.
Mrs. William Warren, Fulton; Mrs.
0. D. Cook, Water Valley; Mrs. R.
B. Crider and baby, Hickman.

•

WATER
REPELLANT

THE WORK OF BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES is one big reason why your telephone service gets
better, more efficient every year. At the Laboratory, over
13,000 engineers, scientists and researchers study the art
of communications, devise ways to improve telephone facilities, increase the speed and efficiency of telephone service. The result of their work is the world's finest telephone
system, and more telephones in the U. S. than in all other
countries combined.
* * *
IF YOU'RE BEING VERY EFFICIENT and planning
your Christmas giving list now, why not consider giving
telephones. Moms, dads, teen-agers all need a phone of
their own. Phones come in many pretty styles and colors,
are sure to be enjoyed all year 'round. Sound like a good
idea? Then why not talk it over with your telephone serviceman or call our business office.

Happy Day Professional
Dry Cleaning - Laundry

*

*

*

THE RING OF YOUR TELEPHONE IS A HAPPY
SOUND, particularly when you're home alone. ... kept
indoors by the rain ... celebrating a special occasion .
waiting for important news. Isn't there someone, somewhere who would welcome the sound of your voice? Call
now. You'll both be glad you did.

201 WEST STATE LINE - PHONE 9180
• Complet

e professional dry cleaning
• Shirt Laundry
• Drive-in -window for your convenience
• 1-hour service
anytime, 7: am to 4: pm Monday thru Saturday
• Call office
open 6: am - 9: pm.
•

•

• Alliffl'IN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Carey Pride,
Harding Ainley returned home
a few days ago from the Veterans
Hospital in Nashville and is doing
nicely, after having undergone
surgery there several weeks ago.
His many friends will be glad to
know that tie is able to be out
some.
Mrs. T. T. Harris spent several
days with relatives in Jackson,
Tenn. and has returned home. She
reports a nice visit while away.
Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his
reular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church the past Sunday
at both morning and evening services.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Cherry
have moved into their new home,
recently built on the Lone Oak
school grounds.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter
and sons, Mark and Stevie, of
Martin were Saturday guests of
Mr. Lassiter's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Buton Lassiter.
Profound sympathy is extended
to the family of Miss Ida Bynum,
who suddenly died at her home in
this district, where she lived alone.
The body was found by neighbors
the past Friday night and it was
thought she might have been dead
for about two days. Funeral services were held at Old Bethel
Baptist Church the past Sunday
afternoon, with interment at McGuire Cemetery.
Your writer, her brother, Buton
Lassiter, and Mrs. Lassiter spent
Sunday as guests of our sister,
BANANA SPECIAL—This train loaded with bananas and a pretty crew was the float entry of Greenfield, Tenn, in the
Mrs. Roy Hammett and husband,
International Banana Festival parade at Fulton Saturday. An estimated 20,000 saw the procession.
Paris-Vale Road. We had a nice
(Photo Courtesy Paducah Sun - Democrat
visit and the drive on Highway
54 into Paris was beautiful at this
season, with all the autumn colors
and scenery at its best. We had a
nice day with relatives and another guest of- the Hammett's was
their daughter, Miss Junita Hammett, primary teacher at Westview
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y. —
ARLINGTON, Ky.,—The Citi- Grade School for about 13 years.
African U. N. delegates said they
zens of Arlington Committee will
Lee Peery is still a patient in
have been notified the foreign
sponsor a gospel singing at the
Baptist Hospital in Memphis,
the
Officers and leaders of Mount ministers of 32 Africian nations
On Sunday, November 10, a Arlington gymnasium here Satur- where he is under treatment.
Carmel Baptist Church Women's will meet in Addis Ababa, Ethi- group of coin collectors from Ful- day night, Nov. 16.
Every good wish is extend!ed to
Local and area talent will par- this fi
Missionary..Society were installed opia, Nov. 15.
ton, South Fulton, Martin, Union
likeable citizen.
In a beautiful and impressive
They will try to solve the bor- City and the surrounding area ticipate.
Mrs. Horace Henderson has recandle-light service on Sunday der dispute between Morocco and met in the South Fulton City Hall
Proceeds will go to the Crippled turned home from Chicago, after
evening, November 10, at the Algeria.
and organized the Ken-Tenn Coin Children's Clinic.
several weeks visit with her chilchurch.
Delegates said the ministers Collectors Club.
dren, Mr. and Mrs. Noble McGeeThe devotional was given by plan to create a commission of
Meetings will be held on the first
hee and Mr. and Mrs. David Earl
Bro. Paul Jones, pastor of the arbitration, conciliation and medi- Friday of each month at 7 p. m.
Copeland.
church. The program was by Mrs. ation.
in the South Fulton City Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Rickman
Louis D. Patrick, who read from
and sons of Murray were Sur'ay
oftemporary
following
The
the fifth chapter of Luke and used
visitors of their parents, Mr. and
ficers were elected to serve until
as her theme "Launch Out Into
Mrs. J. Corbitt Rickman.
Riley,
Amos
year:
the
of
first
the
The Deep." Mr. and Mrs. Patrick
Mrs. Martha Croft has returned
VILLAGE
DAM
viceKENTUCKY
Jr.,
president; H. C. Sams,
sang "Ready", which was in keepand Cope home from Louisville, Ky. after
Haltom
sec8—
Ky.,
WilliamsOn,
PARK,
Brady
president;
ing with the theme.
Construction Co. of Benton has visiting her children, Mr. and
retary; Joan Riley, treasurer.
Each of the fourteen officers
been awarded a contract to build Mrs. Leon Nix, for several days.
will
club
this
in
Membership
GOLCONDA, Ill., — A total of
and leaders came forth and launchAll committees in charge of the
floating covered marinas and
three
particular
ed her ship in a pool of water, 245 deer was reported killed dur- not be limited to any
walkway Banana Festival are to be comfloating
of
sections
four
are
interested
persons
all
ing
and
the
area
first day of deer season.
with figures of the apostles in the
mended for their all out effort the
The largest deer taken weighed invited to attend, either as guests at Kentucky Dam Village Park.
background, and, with lighted
company's bid was $73,000. past week. Everyone had a fine
The
230
members.
pounds
or
after
being dressed.
candles, were united in prayer.
This is a new group of the WMS
and the first regular meeting will
be held at 7 p. m. Thursday, November 14, at the church. Mrs.
Charles Bennett, president, will be
in charge.

Mount Carmel
Women's Society
Installs Officers

Border Dispute
Meeting Scheduled

Coin Collectors
Organize Group;
Members Invited

WHY WAIT?
ORDER COAL NOW!
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time entertaining guests. The parade was one of the best and most
colorful ever to be seen in the
Twin Cities of Fulton and South
Fulton. I do hope everyone enjoyed it.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
following friends:
November 15: Mrs. Dee Ferguson; November 16: Mrs. Jake Underwood; November 17: Janice
Sue Fields, Eva Joe Reams; November 18: W. L.. Holland;
November 19: Charles Whitnel,
Jr., Thomas Smith, John E. Bard;
November 20: Mrs. J. T. Brundige,
Mignon McKendree, Mrs. H. N.
Strong, Jr., Ella Boyd; November
21: Jerry Creason.

West German Chief
To Visit Venezuela
CARACAS — West Germar
President Heinrich Luebke will bc
invited to visit Venezuela durinf
his tour of Latin America next
spring, Venezuelan government
officials announced.

Jesuits Have 835
In Foreign Missions
WASHINGTON— Seventy-thre(
United States Roman Catholic tieligious institutes of men have missionaries overseas. The Jesuits
with 835, have the most; the Maryknoll Fathers are next with 671
The Maryknoll Sisters, with 66(
foreign missionaries, lead the 11:
U. S. religious institutions for women.

HOUSE GUEST

ATTENDING CONVENTION
Browning of
Rev. and Mrs. Kenneth Duncar
Mrs. Elizabeth
Memphis was the guest of Mrs. are in Lexington this week attend
Wm. F. Clark for the Banana ing the Kentucky Baptist Convention.
Festival.
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BOSTON BUTTS PORK

LB.

SLICED TOPPY BRAND
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For Fine Liquors
US 45-51 By Pass Highlands- Fulton

Gospel Singing
Set Al Arlington

FRESH
DRESSED
2 l-2 to 3 1-2
LB. AVG.

Soil C
Esswy

EC)6HUNG'

Behind a
you sit), i
circulation
your feet

86 PROOF

KENTUCKY
TAVERN

RU

I'1
The Sensati
Sutherial
No Belts

Taste what extra age can do—

Approved 1
World's,

taste
that flavor
through
and through!

Benton Firm Wins
Stale Park Contract

245 Deer Taken
As Season Opens

SWINE MEETING!
Dr. Dale Purkhiger, University
of Kentucky swine specialist from
Clinton, Ky., will be at the Cayce
School on Wednesday night, November 20, at 7 p. m. to discuss
improved practices in feeding and
management of hogs for larger net
profits. Everyone is invited to attend.

Page 8

KENTUCKY TAVERN

I

CITY

408 Lake

I .4,tn of

AMERICA'S BEST PREMIUM BOURBON, PROUDLY PRESENTED BY GLENMORE 01ST.
COMPANY, LOUISVILL(-OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY...8-YEAR-OLD KENTUCKY STRAIGHT
BOURBON WHISKEY,86 PROOF, ALSO AVAILABLE IN 100 PROOF BOTTLED-IN-BOND

$13

C

WOOD
"WE KERV
300 Wahl

ATM

LB.

Roast 39c Bacon 39c
Chuck Roast LB. 39c SYRUP . . . . 39c
Steak 49c Sausage 89' APPLE JELLY $1.00

• FAl
•F

OFFICE I

FORMERLY U-TOTE-EM. WE RESERVE THE

ECOMONY BRAND
BLADE CUT

RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

STALEY WAFFLE 24 OZ.

LB.

PORK

• Expertly Prepared
• Washed
• Laboratory Tested
• Free Burning
• Easy to Fire
An "honest value" coal that
assures honest-to-goodness
heat. Perfectly sized for
furnace, stove, stoker
ORDER TODAY!

All Kinds and. Sizes
on Hand —
Eramediate De livery.

CITY COAL CO.
PHONE 51

PURE PORK

590

COFFEE

BUSH SALE

GREAT NORTHERN BEANS
KIDNEY BEANS
mExt CORN STYLE BEANS
WHITE HOMINY
GOLDEN HOMY
SHOW BOAT SPAGHETTI

3 LBS. BAG

300 SIZE
300 SIZE
300 SIZE
300 SIZE
300 SIZE
300 SIZE

DELITED 18 oz

4 FOR

GOLDEN RIPE

LB.

BANANAS. . . .10c
FLA. MED SIZE

DOZEN

ORANGES. . . .49c

I
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$ FRESHALOF
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Soil Conservation
EssaysCompleted

Veal%

This year the students of Fulton
High have again entered the annual Soil Conservation Contest.
This year's subject was "Forest
Conhervation—How It Can Benefit My Community."
Two assays will be chosen from
each grade. After these are given
to the superintendent on December 1, the essays will be delivered
to the county Soil Conservation
District. The winning district
essays will then be eligible for the
state judging.
State prizes include a two hundred, one hundred fifty and a one
hundred dollar savings bond, plus
an expense paid trip to Louisville
for the winners and their parents.
County prizes for each grade will
also be awarded.
Last year Fulton High took top
honors in the county contest for
the second successive year. Barry
Roper, who won first place, received a 25 dollar savings Bond
and Curtis Hancock came in second with a $15 bond.
All themes were due October
31.

tise
?eves"
WI* JIM PitYOR
Agrialletwel Aga*, Meek Aastrai dread
SHEEP BROOMSEDGE FROM
YOUR FIELDS
Broomsedge is a pest that invades pastures and completely
covers old fields. In order to find
broomsedge growing, in case you
are not familiar with the weed,
merely requires a drive through
the country.

Today, I would like to relate
some work that has .been done on
broomsedge by University experiments and farmers. First of all, do
not confuse broomsedge with
sedgegrass, because they are of
different families. Sedgegrass and
Threadleaf sedge are both grown
in more nothern areas and do
BRIDGING THE GREEN—The Western Kentucky Parkway will cross the Green Elver on these twin supply a fair quality roughage at
of the year.
spans near Rockport. This is the larest bridge structure on the 127-mile route between Elizabethtown certain seasons
Nour Heart Association Saysl and Princeton.
Mr. Ray Follis, of Crockett
County in West Tennessee has
done much to conquer broomat about the same deputh, or
sedge. In a field that has been
slightly deeper than it grew in the
covered with the weed for ten
nursery.
years, after three years he now
has pasture. Here is what he did:
The only fertilizer which should
In 1960 he applied 2 1-2 tons of
be mixed with the soil at this time
Washington, Nov. 8—Funds for agricultural limestone per acre and
Is a small amount of superphosplowed the field. His soil test
phate. How much superphosphate a project in Eastern Kentucky called for 1200 pounds 6-12-1Z per
JOHN WATTS
to use depends on the size of the were announced Friday by the acre also. He then prepared an explants. Generally, from about 2
Behind a desk (or wherever
A pecan show is being planned tablespoonfuls for small plants on Community Facilities Administra- tra fine seedbed and drilled 1
pound ladino clover and 18 pounds
you sit), it's good for your
at Hickman for Saturday, Decem- up to 8 or 10 tablespoonfuls for tion.
per acre. His results were.
fescue
circulation if you can keep
outstanding
locate
help
to
14,
ber
large shrubs — and about twice
C. F. A. announced a $102,000 in 1961 he had to mow the fescue
your feet elevated.
pecan seedling trees so that they this much for large trees—is sufaccelerated-public-works grant to to control growth and keep it in
might be propagated next year. ficient.
help Elliott County finance con- grazing condition. This last year
Any one having a pecan tree
Do not place any other com- struction of a new Courthouse to the field has supplied ample grazwhich produces a good yield of
ing, and a seed crop. Mr. Follis
high quality pecans should save one mercial fertilizer in the soil at this cost an estimated $136,000.
pint to enter in the seedling show. time. Fertilizers containing nitroHERE
Entries are due at County Agent gen and potash can be placed on
The Sensational New Invention
John Watts' office by Friday, De- top of the soil later. In the spring,
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
just before growth starts, usually
clamber 13.
No Belts — No Straps —
is the best time to add this ferNo Odors
tilizer, however, small amounts
FALL IS THE TIME TO
can be applied to the soil surface
Approved by Doctors — The
PLANT SHRUBS, TREES
a month after the plant has been
World's, Most Comfortable
Truss
set.
Fall, rather than spring, is the
best time to plan most shrubs and
The newly-set plant should be
CITY DRUG CO.
trees in Kentucky.
thoroughly firmed into the soil. A
408 Lake St.
Fulton
The planting season starts in thorough soaking with water is
1111DMIMONIMMIIMPOINIIIIP"INE1111111111=111111.-aM11111Ma
.
October and continues through one of the best ways to do this;
most of November. With proper soaking with water is even more
care, shrubs and trees can also 'effective than tamping down the
be planted in December if the wea- soil with your feet.
ther is mild and the ground rePlants such as trees, which have
Lots of good used sets
mains unfrozen.
long stems, should have these
Most of these plants have soil stems staked to keep them from
New Portables
balled about their roots during the swinging in the winter wind.
early part of the planting season. Swaying in the wind may loosen
However, plants which naturally the plant in the soil.
lose their leaves often,.-may be
Never allow newly-set shrubs
transplanted in the fan without or trees to dry out. Be prepared to
soil on their roots.
water them thoroughly if natural
How deep should the shrub or rainfall does not keep them moist.
"WE SUIVICI. ALL INLANEIr
tree be planted? Dig the hole deep This usually means a thorough
300 Walnut
Mona T.
enough so the plant can be put in soaking at least once a week if
enough rain has not fallen to do
the job for you. Under very dry
conditions, watering as often as
every four or five days may be
necessary. However, too much water is just as bad as too little water; excess water can smother the
FOR YOUR
roots and cauSe them to die.

Elliott Gels
Work Grant

Fulton County
Agent's News

RUPTURE

reports that there is not a sprig of
broomsedge ss Um field today.
Now we cannot just say this is all
we have to do, he will have to top
dress this pasture often when
grazing or removing a seed crop.
This is very important, because as
long as we have competition for
the weeds and especially the
broomsedge, chances are very
good that it will not come back
soon.
According to Joe D. Burns, Associate Extension Agronomist, University of Tennessee, "We have
observed _that broomsedge is a
pest in pastures which are low in
at least one of the following, agriculture limestone (Calcium), Potash, or Phosphate. Heavy grazing
which retards grass and legume
growth leaves the ground bare and

encourages the entrance of broom
sedge and other weeds.
Dr. George E. Smith, Agrono
mist for the University of Missour
says that be believes high fertilit:
in a key to getting rid of broom
sedge. Dr. Smith said, "Plowin
and reseeding alone just will no
eliminate broomsedge".
Research and experimentatiol
proves that burning is not the an
swer either since this destroys th,
few desirable plants and opens th
door for more weeds.
ONE WOMAN QUALIFIED
Washington — Blcnche Noye:
now on the staff of the Federa
Aviation Agency, is the only wo
man in the United States qualifie(
to fly Federal Government air
craft. Mrs. Noyes is a pioneer file.
lnd airmail pilot.

4WALKER

SELECT.
a true bourbon
Hiram Walker's

_

TEN HIGH
One of the fastest-growing
bourbons in the land

HIRAM WALKER & SONS, INC., PEORIA, ILL • 86 PROOF

/

TV SPECIALS
$139.95, up

WOOD & PRITfIT TV

ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR
• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
" FARM LOANS
OFFICE PHONE 5

205 MAIN STREIT

Clay Piait Presides
Over French Club

FULTON, KENTUCKY
The first meeting of this year's
French Club was held on Wednesday, October 23 The name of the
club is the Lois Haws chapter of
"La Jeunesse." During the rn-Wfifig
the French Club Constitution was
read.
The 63-64 officers are Clay Piatt,
president; Margaret Poe, vicepresident; Carolinda Hales, secretaryLtreasurer; Judy Patton, program chairman; and Kerry Overby and Shirley Bard, bulletin
board committee.

,For tile
GOLDEN YEAR-)
afti,T' 40

SPECIAL OFFER
PUNCH CUPS

• PUNCH BOWL
•

•
•
with each purchase•
•
of 7 gallons
•
gasoline

•

TO HELP PROTECT
THE "PRIME OF UFE"

IN KENTUCKY

BEER IS A NATURAL
From nature's light grain comes sparkling, light beer
....Kentucky's traditional beverage of moderation — it's
light, sparkling, delicious.
And naturally, the Brewing Industry in Kentucky is proud
of the more than seven million tax dollars it contributes
to the state of Kentucky each year— money that helps
support our schools, our hospitals and our parks.
Kentucky, beer belongs — enjoy it.

In

UNITED STATES BREWERS ASSOCIATION, INC.
KENTUCKY DIVISION

You've been hoping for a formula like this—with extra potency to support a positive sense
31 well-being and mental alertness. It prEividal important lipotroPee, u well u the more complete vitamin-mineral protectioa
desirable for the mature adult.

GERIATRIC
capsules
CITY rim co.
FUL/FON,

ONLY

(3

with oil change
or lubrication at
regular prices

This sparkling present crystal punch bowl set, in an Early American pattern, will
add a festive touch to your holiday entertaining. It's easy to get a complete set
Here's how: With each purchase of 7 gallons of Ashland gasoline, you get one
of these attractive present crystal punch cups FREE! With an oil change
or lubrication you get this large,8-quart matching punch bowl
for only 984. Get as many cups and bowls as you like.
They're ideal gifts for birthdays, anniversaries
and Christmas. SEE YOUR GOOD NEIGHBOR
ASHLAND OIL DEALER displaying the
"PUNCH BOWL SET" sign.
Hurry only 3 %stooks left!
Offer expires Novernbef 30,1963

ASHLAND OIL & REFINING COMPANY
Ashland, Kantusky

OIL
PRODUCTS

$1.35
% Pint
$4.00
Fifth

22

COMBS-

MISS AMERICA serving of the Pure Milk Com- the Fort Campb
ell band. A miliContandod From Page One
pany's mammoth, delicious ba- tary band
(Continued From Page One)
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from Millington Naval Page 10
board on it," he said. "But we do
nana pudding. In her convertible Air Statio
n
was
also
HOUSE FOR RENT, $30 Per need a start
in
the pain Kentucky. Too forts of Jim Beasley of the Ken- on the way to the Maxwell Mc- rade.
while Christian County, Ky., and team were:
nonth; 2 1?edrooms, living room, many peopl
Congressman Frank
e are getting killed on tucky Department of Commerce, Dade home on Third Street, both
Reidland, Ky., finished second and Albert Stubbl
citchen, dinette, and bath. Near our highw
efield, Fulton Counays and we are opening who arranged for Miss America's Miss America and Miss Previti
Winners in the floats were as third respectively
.
tore, Post Office, and school bus. many new
ty Judge J. C. Bondurant, Mayor
miles of highspeed float, and a competent, fast work- were eating their portion of the follows:
leteher Williams, Crutchfield, highways
Union City High school won the Gilbert DeMyer and Sheriff Joe
ing fellow by the name of Mar- pudding. Almost simultaneously
in Kentucky."
(entucky-Telephone 1708W.
Non-Commercial DivisionClass C Honors for bands and Campbell. Tennesseans besides Mr.
The Public Safety Department shall Burgess the float began mov- they exclaimed:
lst-City
FEMALE HELP WANTED has pushed for an automobile in- ing nearly an hour later than
of Obion, Tenn., Stewart County, Tenn., was second Beasley were: Robert A. "Fats"
"It's delicious. It tastes better $150.00;
.arge corporation needs middle spection law for some time. But its scheduled. Marshall is a sophowith Calloway County, Ky., third. Everett, Obion Judge pro-tem J.
than the one we make at home."
F. Sernones, Mayor Milton Courice
teed lady to canvess this county. bill providing for annual inspec- more at Fulton High.
2nd-Terry Norryian PTA of
The Greenfield Jackettes won and Harry Moss
They ate the entire serving.
/lust have transportation, pleasing tion failed during the 1962 reguLatta.
Fulto
n, $75.00;
Frank LeMaster, parade marshal
first place in the marching units
ersonality, and ability to meet lar session. It passed the Senate was unawa
A
brief
3rd-C
visit
ity
of
Greenf
at
the
ield,
home
$50.00
of
her
, and the Milan High girls drum
re that this detail had
)eople. Salary up to $1.50 per but was defeated in the llotise.
Commercial Divsionnot been taken care of by the com- official chaperone in Fulton, Miss
major and the Grove High boy
lour. Please write Mrs. Betty
America restk
Safety officials claim that, based mittee assigned. He,
lst-Pure Milk Company iloat drum major
until Beauty
as
did
won the trophies for
all
'hatellier Box 1038 Paducah, on experience in other states, an- others
, apologized deeply to Donna Pageant time, wh - re her beautiful featuring Miss Tennessee, $150.00; best boy and girl drum major.
Centucky, for Further Informa- nual automobile inspection re2nd-Swift & Company, $75.00;
Axum. She was gracious as al- speech was a classic of -_:-cerity.
ion or apply at 621 1-2 Broadway duces highway deaths and injuri
All types of Ineuranoe
3rd-Killebrew's Florist, $50.00;
es ways.
It
was
befor
e the b:?auty pageant
'aducah, Kentucky for Interview. considerably.
The sharp gold and black clad
And so, a sea of faces all along that Miss America learned that
KY.
TEAMCombs was asked by a news- the twin city parade
Milan High school band won first
SAVE! GET our
route became the float awards had been made.
(HELP WANTED) - STATE
(Cont
inued From Page One)
man if he would consider expand- brighter and happi
prize in the Class A Marching
er as Miss She didn't get to see the parade,
-ROOPERS-Must be resident of
PACKAGE DEAL
wrist
when she slipped on a baing his call to include a bill ban- America wende
d her way through since she was the star attraction. bands and a prize of $100.00; nana
'ientucky and citizen of the United
peel
from
one
ning discrimination in public ac- the cities. In a fast.
Grove
of
the
s High of Paris, Term., finrailroad
'Covering everything'
moving sched- But it was the finest ever held in
tates; not less than 21, nor more
commodations, in view of pressure ule she was
ished second and Lone Oak, Ky., carload of free bananas given away
brought to Lake these parts.
han 30 years old; minimum
in the twin cities of Fulton and
placed on him at the last special Street, where
was third.
422 Lake St.
she and the Amen eight, 5 ft., 9 1-2 in.; at least 150 slessio
The parade was led by the
South Fulton, Tenn., this week.
Marti
n.
High
n
Schoo
carrie
l
d
off
can
Dairy Princess tasted the first Marine color
ounds; high school graduate;
initO
n, Ky.
guard, followed by first honors in Class B divisi
Phone 411S
on,
Other members of the Kentucky
lust pass a rigid physical exarniation and possess a valid Kenucky Operator's License. Cadet
"rooper's starting salary is $324.00
MILLIONS KNOW THERE'S NO
,er month; after training, $376.00.
"MAYBE" ABOUT A&P QUALIT
all nearest State Police Post or
Y AND-NO QUESTION ABO
UT A&P SAVINGS
vrite to State Office Building,
'rankfort, Kentucky. Applications
SUPER RIGHT QUAUTY ROAS
-lust be received by posts not
T
.iter than December 8 and in
'ranlcfort not later than Decem7-Rib
er 10.
Cut

CLASSIFIED ADS

Dewey Johnson

PORK 1.01

Tv ANTENNAS: We ir'tall rade-repair and move. Get our
rices. We service all makes TV.
'hone 307. Roper Television.
SPARE TIME INCOME Refillrig and collecting money from
TEW TYPE high quality coin ope.ated dispensers in this area. No
elling. To qualify you must have
ar, references, $600 to $1900 cash.
;even to twelve hours weekly can
-.et excellent monthly income.
Tore full time. For personal inerview write P. 0. Box 4185,
'ittsburgh 2, Pa. Include phone
umber.
FOR SALE: Registered Chihuala puppies, reasonable. Phone
116J3, Fulton.
SEPTIC TANKS CLEANED 'rices reasonable.
or free inpection phone 285-7982 Dyersurg, Tennessee.
ake over low monthly payments
n a spinet piano. Can be seen
ocally. Write Credit Manag
er,
'. 0. Box 215, Shelbyville, Indina.
FULL SIZE automatic electric
)1ankets $10.88 this week only at
ulton Hardware SE Furniture
7.omparry, Lake Street.
WOULD YOU like to turn your
lare time into cash? Opportunity
n- man or woman to supply denand for well known Rawleigh
'roducts in Fulton. Full details
rithout obligation. Write Rawleigh
)ept. KCK-1071-323, Freeport, Ill.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma
dine and electric floor polish
er
nd electric vacu,,,n ‘:.eaners.
&change Furniture Cr.

WALL PAPER-From 19c to 69c
)er rolL Lowest prices, finest
Tuallty, 500 patterns ki stook. We
isul in our own trucks direct
•rom mill and pass on to You
out
Mayfield

Paint & Wallp-,ner

217 West Broadway
May-.?1(1. Ky.

69

Pork Chops

Center LOIN
Cut
Lb.....

FRYERS

A&P Sliced Bacon Sale

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Gleaners
Moor polishers
WADE FITRN. CO.
"hone 103
Fulton, Ky.

Pkg.
1413.

and

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE

Furniture Company

Cut-Up, NM
or Quartered

Rib Hatt, lb. 4$e) $ to 12-1Jb.
coin Hatt, lb. 490
Whole....Lb.

Whole

• •• •

45f

JANE PARICER
CHERRY OR BLACKBERRY

Lb.

1-Lb.
13-0r..

Save lOc

6 - 1 LB. CTNS.

THIN
SLICED

(
A&P
)
Save
9c

THICK SLICED

1-Lb.
Pkg...'17C

Tomato
Soup

U.S. NO. 1

Prestone Anti-Freeze

IDAHO POTATOES
10 LB. BAG __ 59c

BANANAS

Paramount
Pickles
Sweet Midget
Gherkins
22-0z.
Jar

Polski Wyrob
Kosher Dills

3
9
,
49c
22-0z.
Jar

PAY DAY-MILK SHAKE
SMOOTH SAILIN-TOP
STAR or BUTTERNUT

1-Lb.
4-0z
Box

Rolls

Disinfectant
Spray

5-0:
Pkgs

Can.
7-02
Bottle

Bottle

Sun
Shine

of 50 294

Cheese Spread
(sro:)2
Loci
Lb.

DETERGENT

32c
320
19c
470
290
790

Ivory
Liquid
1-P

int L30
5-0z.
Bottle 4°

Joy
Liquid
Quart
Bottle

Ono
CD7

1-Lb. 4-0x. Box

Action Bleach
Vel Liquid
Ajax Liquid

.......39°
=63°
69°

LIQUID DETERGENT

1-Pt. 6-0z. Bat.

Saltines

1-Lb
Box

Box

3-02

Liquid All
Dishwasher All
Fluffy All

Wisk
Liquid

Wisk
Liquid

(6c OFF)

(12c OFF)

tic OM

14411
Bottle

0

-Lb.
Can

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT., NOV. 16

ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY.

DAWN MUSHROOM

Flour

BUTTER KERNEL

Flour

Steak Sauce

Corn

PLIV.11
Bag

Can

104

Ch:
Toi

A w,
$80.000
ed in F
both lo
Christm
bers. T
ever ac
patrons
year. Fi
the Ch
number
membei
tional,
year, t
bers.
With
half tic
from ti
show ti
in the
Chris
300; SE
future
$267,55
693,050

Golden
Whole
Kern&

J. D.
televis
beauty
tival p
ial no
Huntic
weeke
Fulton
big Tu
asseml
The
the "E
Police

$121
I

ROBIN HOOD

5

74P

65
2Brtt: 560
89
:
Sp
ry
Sh
ortening
3 79g
41
290
390
V
o
o
d
St
or
es
10c

ROBIN HOOD

1
Self
Sett
Rising 10 lit
Rising)
(61.05)
g
$1°3
(
Plain
56o

-

=76°
1-Lb.

Nee

*MIRKA'S DIPINDABLI FOOD MINIM SINCE 1851

Pkg

MIGHT
samples
Oval he
Lally's

Lux (;12oz") 63`

THE G

16-01

-21741c.

,
Swan
Liquid

Srotz
tle

1-Lb
Box

690

Fab Giit) 32c

HOUSEHOLD
FOIL
75 Ft. Roll

1-Pt. 6-02

Frozen4 8-0z.
Meat..
Plea

Pkg.

OC

CHED-O-BIT AMER or PIMENTO

Cleaner

Frozen
Casserole

1-Lb.
1-0z.
Cans

$1.39

Lb.

Save
4c

Tissue

GOLDEN
CREAM STYLE

100

Gal.

5g 78,

Tide
Candy Bars
Blue Cheer
White Cloud 2
6::19c Mortons
2
Del Monte
Del Monte Peas 2
CORN
Lysol
4
Thrill Liquid
2 8Z,:. 27° Mortons Pies
Del Monte
Hi-Ho Crackers
CORN
Nabisco
2
Honey Grahams:it:"
37c W lers
Baggies

$1.65 Marvel

Buy Plenty
and Serve Often
at This Low Price

Save
8c

Hollywood

GOLDEN
CREAM STYLE

10/
1
2-0s.
Can

Gal.

HEAVY DUTY
FOIL
181'0.5' Roll

JANE PARKER

1-Qt.
14-0s.
Cans

Reynolds Wrap

-

EXCHANGE

U.S.D.A.
Inspected
Top
Quality

Lb.

SAVE 9c

Orange or
Lemonade Mix

DST hat

59g Pork Loin
25
lb. 29c

Pkg
Lb.

WHITE

BEST

I

"-••••

Iona-Sliced
or Halves

Cans 4
9

For The

394

I-b.

PIES
Peaches
4.49c
(s7)4 can. 950
39g 2.75g NUTL
EY OLEO
89
g
SUPER RIGHT
Spanish Bar
3
Pineapple Juice
89it Cake(sir )29g
2 4b. 890 Campbells
GE
(37;;;:7;;c)

,ALL GOOD

2c
Oft

WE RENT - - -

LOIN)
(END

2

1-Lb.
1-0z.
Cans

390

EAGLE BRAND
CONDENSED

MILK
15 oz. 37c

ba
ov
myieI
tr
t!
e
The

COMB
TITC11
FOR
FULT

Joh
The
that(
1963
City
Tenn(
D. F
=Kir
thous
ugly
tenan
T. V
and (
Q
Lion

